
CONSTITUENCY 
RE-DELINEATION 

Reinforcing Communal Politics 
AN issue that has attracted much 
attention in the press over the past 
months is the re-delineation of state 
and parliamentary constituencies. 
Conducted every 8-10 years as 
required by the Constitution, the 
last electoral review was in 19 7 4. 

Prior to 1962 the Electoral 
Commission was much like the 
judiciary or the auditor-general's 
office, that is, independent of the 
executive. Its members were 
appointed by the Yang diPertuan 
Agong, and its functions were to 
prepare and revise electoral rolls, 
conduct elections and delimit 
constituencies which were binding 
on the executive. Since then how-
ever, its function with regard to 
delineation is essentially advisory. 
Its recommendations have to be 
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passed by parliament, after they 
have been approved by the cabinet. 

Under the circumstances, many 
feel that the Commission has lost 
its independence and does not act 
impartially as it once used to do. 
Irtdeed, this appears to be the 
unstated underlying concern in the 
current constituency re-delineation 
controversy. 

It is noteworthy that apart from the 
opposition parties, some public organisa-
tions and groups of individuals, 
component-members of the Barisan 
Nasional are also voicing various kinds of 
objections. (Only groups of 100 or more 
people whose names appear in the 
electoral roll and are registered under the 
constituency can raise objections.) Only 
UMNO appears to be satisfied with the 
proposed changes . 
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The objections include: 
i) inadequate time ( one working 

month) allowed for objections; 
ii) _unavailability of the documents and 

maps involved to non-political 
parties. Interested public organisa-
tions and individuals must go to the 
display centres during office hours in 
order to scrutinise these; 

iii) unnecessary change of names of con-
stituencies whose boundaries remain 
unchanged and others which have 
only been affected slightly; and 
above all 

iv) excessive weightage being given to 
rural constituencies thereby leading 
to distortions in representation. 

Distortions To 
Electoral Representation 

There are 3 reasons why the Malaysian 
electoral system contributes to distor-
tions in representation. 
1) The electoral system in Malaysia . 

which is based on the Anglo-America 
plurality-voting one is essentially that 
of single-member constituencies with 
a common electoral roll. The "first-
past-the-post" wins the seat. Such a 
system exaggerates the percentage of 
seats a large party secures in parlia-
mentary election. Excluding the 



PARLIAMENTARY SEATS AND VOTES WON BY GOVERNMENT COALITIONS I]'l" PENINSULAR MALAYSIA. 

Year Total No. of Seats Seats Won % Seats Won % Votes Won 

1955* 52 51 98.1 79.6 
1959 104 74 71.2 51.8 
1964 104 89 85 .6 58.5 
1969 104 66 63.5 48.6 
1974 114 104 91.3 61.5 
1978 114 94 82.5 57.1 
1982 114 103 91.2 61.3 

* Strictly speaking the 1955 elections does not come under Parliamentary Ele.ction since it was an election to the Federal 
Legislative Council. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PARLIAMENTARY VOTERS AND SEATS IN PENINSULAR MALAYSIA. 

State Total Registered 
Voters+ . 

Perlis 79,741 
Kedah 539,999 
Terengganu . 242,816 
Kelantan 419,699 
P. Pinang 464,036 
Perak 854,582 
Pahang 328,163 
Selangor 650,076 
Fed. Terr. 408,568 
N. Sembilan 263,083 
Melak~ 219,929 
Johor 758,816 

Total 5,229,508 

*from electoral rolls Dec. 1982 

1955 election, when the Alliance 
share of votes exceeded two-thirds , 
the ruling coalition's share of total 
votes cast has always been less than 
two-thirds . Yet, it has controlled 
from 63.5% to 91.3% of the seats 
in Parliament. 

2) In our system, only citizens above 
21 years of age are eligible to vote. 
Some 100,000 persons, mainly 
Chinese and Indian permanent 
residents who hl1,ve been in Malaysia 
for a very long time remain un-
eligible. Furthermore, one has to be 
registered before one is eligible to 
vote. That being the case, many out 
of ignorance or for other reasons, 
cannot vote. Because of the reasons 
above, a larger percentage of Malays 
than non-Malays are registered as 
voters . However, it must be realized 
that the Malay adult population is 
bigger than either the Chinese, Indian 
or other segments of Malaysian 
society. 

3) And finally, the system in the alloca-
tion of seats also distorts the process. 
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' 
Percentage of Proposed No. P"1'centage of 
Total Voters of constituencies Total constituencies 

1.5 2 
10.3 14 
4.6 8 
8.0 13 
8.9 11 

16.3 23 
6.3 10 

12.4 14 
7.8 7 
5.0 7 
4.2 5 

14.5 18 

99.8 132 

There are two aspects to this pro-
blem namely, how the total number 
of seats are distributed among the 
various states and how these alloca-
ted seats are divided into constituen-
cies within each state. 

Distribution 
Among States 

In 1963 when Malaysia was formed, 
forty seats were given to Sabah (16) and 
Sarawak (24). Peninsular Malaysia shared 
104 seats. It was not clear what criteria 
was used in this . apportionment but 
Sabah and Sarawak, received far in excess 
what they sliould have been entitled to if 
either total population or electorate had 
been utilised. 

When the constituency boundaries 
were redrawn in 1974, there was also no 
clarification of the criteria used. Con-
sequently, some states were allocated 
more seats than they should if the con-
stitutional provision that apportionment 
be based on total electorate, had been 
followed. 
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The present proposal, does not redress 
this discrepancy. States like Melaka, 
Selangor, Johore and the Federal 
Territory are still under-represented while 
Terengganu, Kelantan, Pahang, Perak and, 
of course, Sabah and Sarawak are still 
over-represented. 

Distribution Within States 
Up till 1962, the criteria utilised ir). the 

drawing of seats within each state called 
for total electorate and total population 
to be considered. Since the Constitutional 
amendments in 1962, however, only total 
electorate is considered. 

The 1962 Act also removed all restric-
tions as regards the disparity in sizes 
among the constituencies. Prior to that, 
the 1957 Constitution clearly stated that 
the disparities in population size between 
constituencies should not be more or less 
than 15% of the average-size constituency. 

Thus although rural weightage had 
been provided for right from the start, 
nevertheless , there were controls to 

Continued on Page 10 



'--------Media 

The Media And 
The Powers-That-Be 
An outline of a presentation by Dr. Chandra Muzaffar on The Media And The Powers-That-Be 

at the seminar on 'Media and Development' organised by the Association for Continuing Education. 

By media one means the newspapers 
- though there will be some references to 
the electronic media too. By powers-that-
be one means the ruling political elites. 

Control Over Newspapers 
The ruling elite maintain control over 

newspapers in several ways : 
- Through ownership. It could be direct 

as in China or Burma. It could be 
indirect through private companies 
associated with the ruling elites as in 
Malaysia or it could be through cronies 
as in the Philippines. 

- Through legislation. It could be legisla-
tion directly pertinent to newspapers 
like the Printing Presses Act in 
Malaysia or legislation that indirectly 
affects journalists like the Official 
Secrets Act, the Sedition Act and the 
Internal Security Act. 

- Through governmental supervision. 
This may be through a Press Advisory 
Council beholden to the state like in 
Thailand or through a government-
appointed Press Council as in Sri 
Lanka. 

- Through censorship . It could be direct 
in which case pages are removed from 
magazines or articles obliterated. Or it 
could be indirect in which case govern-
ment leaders ask editors to ignore or 
de-emphasise certain news items. 
Sometimes pre-publication counsel is 
provided to newspapers by govern-
ment officials. 

- Through suspension and closure. In 
this case newspapers are suspended for 
periods of time (Thailand: 1976) or 
closed down altogether (Indonesia, 
1965 : 1974). 

- Through arrest and detention. In most 
Third World countries, journalists have 
been arrested and detained sometimes 
without trial fo.r long periods of time . 

Through admonishments. This is a 
mild though effective form of control. 
Through continuous admonishments 
about the duty of the press to ensure 
stability, support development and 
protect national identity, newspapeti 
editors are browbeaten into acquies-
cence. 

Why Newspapers Submit 
To Control 

Apart from the reasons cited above, 
there are certain other factors too which 
are responsible for the acquiescent 
attitude of the press. These are related to 
the newspapers themselves. Among them 
are the following factors:-

Ownership and control of newspapers 
by private corporations and businesses 
which though not linked financially 
to the state are nonetheless dependent 
upon it for patronage. Newspapers 
therefore choose to toe the line. This 
is particularly true of the Third World. 
In Western Europe, on the other hand, 
private capital is more independent 
because capitalism developed outside 
the state and in fact asserted its rights 
vis-a-vis the state. Indeed, the 
capitalists - the bourgeoisie - were 
responsible for developing the idea of 
a 'free' Press in the 18th Century . 
The dependence of newspapers upon 
advertising revenue. The viability of 

· most dailies today is linked to 
advertisements. Since advertisements 
come from the government or big 
businesses which need the continuous 
goodwill of the government, news-
papers tend to submit to the will of 
the government. 
The prevalence of certain cultural and 
political values in a certain society. 
The desire for consensus and consen-
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sual reporting among Japanese editors 
and publishers, 

0

for instance, facilitates 
state control. An unquestioning, un-
critical adherence to governmental 
authority within Malaysian society 
which itself is a product of historical 
and cultural circumstances has the 
same effect upon newspapers. 
The absence of a commitment to the 
values of freedom and justice and a 
lack of courage in upholding these 
values in the face of severe challenges. 
This is a product of a number of 
influences including those emanating 
from the home, the school, the local 
community, religious authorities and 
the larger political system. It is also 
due to the dearth of alternative 
occupational opportunities in most 
Third World societies for journalists 
who may have incurred the wrath of 
the powers-that-be. Again, the situa-
tion is different in Western Europe and 
North America where the middle-
class is economically; politically and 
psychologically equipped to accommo-
date dissidents and critics. 
An obsession with self-interest among 
the top brass of the Press community, 
self-interest leads to self-censorship. 
Publishers and editors go out of the 
way to flatter the ruling elites. They 
become obsequious sycophants. Very 
often it is not because they stand to 
lose their jobs if they become slightly 
critical that editors adopt such servile 
attitudes. It is because they know that 
by ingratiating tliemselves to the elites 
they will be able to secure all sorts of 
perks. 

Social Structure And 
The Prevailing Ideology 

Apart from factors specific to the 
ruling elites and newspapers, it must also 
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be realised that the social structure and 
the prevailing ideology also ensure 
compliance. 

In communist states, editors must 
share the ideology of the ruling elites. It 
is an ideology based upon control and 
dominance. For power is concentrated 
with the top echelon of the party, the 
bureaucracy and the military. It is this 
unequal distribution of power within the 
political and bureaucratic structures that 
accounts for an ideology that denies open 
debate and discussion. It explains why 
communist elites eschew criticism and 
challenge. For them editors are there to 
serve as propagandists for the system. 

Now in capitalist states, though editors 
of the major dailies may differ from the 
ruling elites on specific aspects of policy 
or even on some of the finer points of 
ideology, they too are part and parcel of 
the overall ideology of the system. Very 
often they subscribe to the same beliefs 
in relation to the dynamism of free enter-
prise, the need for growth, the danger of 
socialisation, the inevitability of class 
disparities and the importance of law 
and order. Basically, they accept the 
market and the maximization of profits 
as sacred tenets. Their ideology 1s also 
derived from an unequal social structure 
- that concentrates the control over 
wealth and resources with a few. Since 
editors uphold the fundamental postu-
lates of the governing ideology, they give 
limited coverage to attempts to challenge 
the system as such. This happens even in 
Britain, often regarded as the citadel of 
press freedom . True there are lots of 
criticisms of public policies in its major 
newspapers but not much space is given 
to those who argue that the capitalist 
order itself is unworkable. It is this 
affinity in world-views between ruling ' 

· elites and newspaper editors which 
persuades the latter to accommodate the 
interests of the former. 

In order to reduce control and 
dominance, whether in capitalist or 
communist states, several short-term 
strategies are in order:-

To start with, we should argue for 
modifications to some of the existing 
rules and regulations on censorship, 
suspensions and closures of news-
papers. 
Some of the printing laws should be 
abolished. In Malaysia, the Printing 
Presses Act which requires newspapers 
and other periodicals to obtain a 
publishing permit from the govern-
ment that has to be renewed every 
year should be done away with. To 
start a newspaper all that should be 
required is a declaration to that effect . 
After notice has been given to the 
government, a newspaper should have 

the right to begin operations. If it is 
found to be a threat to public security, 
the government can always ban it. Sri 
Lanka provides this freedom to its 
citizens. 
Some of the other laws which affect 
journalists together with other citizens 
- laws which are common especially 
in Third World countries and ·commu-
nist states - should also be subjected 
to scrutiny with the aim of modifying 
them or eliminating them altogether. 
Within the Malaysian context, this 
would mean the Sedition Act, the 
Official Secrets Act and the Internal 
Security Act. 
A Press Charter should be established 
which will embody the rights and res-
ponsibilities of the press, the public 
and the government in relation to one 
another. The contents of the Charter 
should be widely publicised so that the 
general populace would be aware of 
what it contains. The Charter could, 
for instance , recognise the right of the 
State to maintain peace and stability 
and the role of the press in this respect 
and, at the same time, it could require 
the state to provide full information to 
the public on all matters of social 
importance and protect the right of 
the press to comment and criticise. In 
fact, some of the ideas from the 
British National Union of Journalists 
(NUJ) code of conduct could be 
incorporated into our proposed 
Charter. Among other things, the code 
suggests that a journalist shall strive 
to eliminate distortion, news suppres-
sion and censorship and ensure that 
the information disseminated is fair 
and accurate. 
Based upon such a Charter, the public 
should insist that newspapers provide 
diverse interpretations of political 
events and social trends - though 
news reporting and analysis may still 
be dominated by the governing 
ideology . 
Also, the Charter should encourage the 
public to demand that the right of 
access to the newspapers and the right 
of reply are upheld at all times. When 
a certain position is attacked from a 
certain perspective, those holding that 
position should be· given equivalent 
space in the press to reply to the 
attack. 
If, in spite of all this, access is still a 
problem for dissident social groups, 
they should set up more weeklies, 
monthlies and quarterlies which do 
not have to depend upon advertising 
revenue. More important, they should 
create an effective distribution net-
work by pooling their resources and 
working together on a collective basis. 
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Finally, while the print media is still a 
vital channel of information and 
education, dissident groups and the 
public as a whole should realize the 
potential of the electronic media. It 
may not be feasible to set up radio and 
television stations especially in Third 
World countries but the cassette tape 
and the video offer some exciting 
possibilities. 

In the long run however how does one 
ensure genuine press freedom given the 
fact that in all societies, whatever the 
ideology or the level of development, 
there seems to be the problem of press 
control? 

From our brief analysis, it is obvious 
that as long as power - be it economic, 
political, cultural, intellectual or techno-
logical - is not equitably distributed, 
elites will try to ensure their continued 
dominance through control of informa-
tion and ideas. The solution then is to 
equalise access to all these sources of 
power. This will require a major trans-
formation of society from three related 
angles. First, we must seek to transfer 
power -in all its dimensions to the 
majority and at the same time ensure that 
the individual human being has both the 
strength and ability to exercise his rights 
in the interest of the common good. 
Second, we must try to create viable local 
communities as the basis of society. In 
this way , society will be made up of 
numerous horizontally-linked communi-
ties. Since it will not be structured 
pyramidally, there will be no apex · at 
which power is concentrated. Third, these 
structural transformations will be accom-
panied by fundamental value changes. 
Notions of power and the privileges that 
accrue to power will have to be trans-
formed through a spiritually-rooted 
concept of man and his destiny. 

In such a social setting, it is apparent 
that the press will not be an instrument 
of power. Its purpose will be providing 
information and more important, educa-
ting the public. The public as a whole 
will exercise direct control. This means 
that there will be neither individual 
ownership nor governmental ownership 
of newspapers. Newspapers will cease 
to be business activities, on the one hand, 
and propaganda pieces, on the other. 

I envisage a situation where individual 
local communities and various local 
communities together. own and manage 
newspapers. At the national level too, 
newspapers will be publicly owned and 
publicly managed institutions engaged in 
the unending quest for truth and know-
ledge - without being fettered by either 
the power of profit or the profit of 
power. D 



Religion 

Human Rights And Buddhism 

The Human Rights Commission of 
the United Nations Organisation, 

New York City, USA, has enumerated 
and elaborated an International Code of 
Human Rights, within the last fifteen 
years. But the principles of basic human 
rights have been recognised from the 
earliest times of history. Great thinkers 
around the 6th century B.C. made 
notable contributions; among them were 
Socrates of Greece, Confucius of China 
and the Buddha of India. Of these , the 
contributions of the Buddha are very 
impressive. 

The Buddha's message to mankind 
was for man's spiritual and social ascen-
dancy. He called on man for cheerful 
service to others, love for the life and 
restraint for all irrational desires. His 
path is both intellectual and spiritual; and 
its goal can be attained by self-discipline, 
plain living and noble thinking. The 
Buddha stood for human justice; there-
fore it is not surprising that the basic 
codes of Human Rights are incorporated 
in his teachings. 

Status Of Women 

The women in Indian society in the 
Buddha's time did not receive such 
recognition. It was the Buddha who 
raised the status of women. Initially the 
Buddha feared admitting women to 
Sangha (monastic order), and had three 
times turned down Mahapajapati 
Gotami's request to be admitted to the 
Order as a Bhikhuni (mendicant). But 
later, observing the zeal of both Pajapati 
and Yasodhara for leading a religious life, 
he could no longer resist and assented to 
have them admitted to the Sangha. When 

Buddhadasa P. Kirthisinghe 

the Venerable Ananda asked the Buddha 
whether women were competent to lead 
a Bhikhuni's life , he declared them to be 
competent to be admitted to the Sangha 
and to attain release from a wearisome 
repetition of rebirths and to attain saint-
hood. The equality in social, economic 
and political life of women with men in 
Buddhist lands is not at all surprising. 

Sculpture of Buddha 
A quest for truth 

The Buddha made no distinction 
between men and women . No life was 
insignificant and all were equal in his 
sight. He led them all on a path of 
righteousness. From beggar to king, all 
received his compassion and love. 

The caste system was becoming rigidly 
established in India in the Buddha's time. 
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He revolted against this injustice and 
welcomed to the Sangha people of both 
low and high castes. He admitted into his 
order Sunita, the outcast, Sati, the son of 
a fisherman, Nanda, a cowherd, Amba-
pali , a courtesan, and slave girls Punna 
and Punnika. 

The story of the ordination of Upali, 
the barber, is an outstanding example of 
how the Buddha tried to abolish the caste 
system. Once six Sakyan princes closely 
related to the Buddha came to seek 
admission to the Sangha. Upali, the 
barber , followed them - his masters - to 
the Buddha and asked for ordination. The 
ordination was arranged so as to give 
Upali the place of seniority in the order. 
The princes, who also became monks , had 
to pay homage to Upali, who later 
became the highest authority on monastic 
discipline. 

Some members of the nobility were 
upset by these actions of the Buddha and 
one of them challenged the Buddha to 
define a nobleman. It was then that he 
declared : 

"No man is noble by birth, 
No man is ignoble by birth, 
Man is noble by his own deeds, 
Man is ignoble by his own deeds." 

(Suttanipatana Vasalasutta) 
The more fascinating example of non-

recognition of a person's caste is the case 
of a girl at a well. Ananda, the favourite 
disciple of the Buddha, had been sent by 
him on a mission. He was passing by a 
well near a village and on seeing Pakati, a 
girl of a low caste, he asked for water to 
drink. The girl hesitated stating, "O 
nobleman, I am too humble and mean to 
give you water, as I am of Matanga 
caste". The Venerable Ananda replied, 
"Sister, I asked not for caste but for 
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Buddhism - Much More Than Mere Ritual 

Religious freedom is one of the greatest virtues stressed by 
the Buddha. He preached the gospel of tolerance, 
compassion, loving, kindness and non-violence. He taught 
man not to despise other religions and not to belittle them. 
One of his edicts says: "All religions deserve reverence for 
some reason or other. By thus acting a man exalts his own 
religion and at the same time does service to the religion of 
other people". 

water". Then the girl's heart leapt joy-
fully and she gave him a drink. 

Eastern Buddhist Asia 

It is not surprising that there was no 
caste system in Buddhist India from the 
3rd century B.C. under the influence of 
the great Emperor Asoka, who ruled 
India then, until about the 10th century 
A.D. This is true even today of all 
Buddhist nations from Sri Lanka to 
Japan. However, when Brahmanism 
replaced Buddhism in India from the 
10th century A.D. onwards, the caste 
system re-established itself. 

The Buddha condemned slavery in 
every shape and form. It was not William 
Wilberforce (U.K.) and Abraham Lincoln 
(US.A) who were pioneers in the abolition 
of slavery, as is often claimed in the West. 
According to the United Nations Organi-
sation reports, slavery is not practised in 
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any part of the world today. The Buddha 
led the ''lfnti-slavery movement by laying 
down a rule for the right manner of 
earning one's living, and that none should 
engage in any form of trafficking in 
human beings . Human beings might be 
engaged for domestic service or else-
where , but it was enjoined that they be 
treated with as much consideration as 
members of the family, as regards their 
personal rights, and even to share little 
treats on special occasions. 

Sigalevada-Sutta (the Layman's Code 
of Discipline) is a famous sutta of the 
Buddha. Here he proclaims the duties of 
parents to children, children to parents , 
pupil to teacher , teacher to pupil, wife to 
husband and vice versa. This Layman's 
Discourse, which is based on social ethics, 
is highly commended by the world-
famous British scholar, Professor Rhys 
David. 

In the Mahamangala-Sutta, which is 
highly cherished in all Buddhist lands, is 
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a comprehensive summary of Buddhist 
ethics. Here the support of the mother 
and father, wife and children, is greatly 
stressed. 

Here are three of twelve verses that 
make his views clear. They have been 
translated from Pali to English by Dr. 
R.L. Soni of Burma: 

With the fools no company keeping, 
With the wise ever consorting, 
To the worthy homage meeting, 
This, the Highest Blessing. 

Mother, father aptly serving, 
Children, wife duly cherishing, 
Life's business cooly attending 
This, the Highest Blessing. 
Acts of charity, righteous life, 
From all alarms the kins protecting, 
Blameless pursuits fully rife , 
This, the Highest Blessing. 
The verses indicate why problems of 

old age are not so acute in Buddhist 
lands, as people look after their parents in 
their old age . Illicit traffic in women and 
slavery were abhorred by the public. 
Although no civilization is perfect, at 
least the influence of Buddhist ethics 
dominated life in these Asian lands. 

Educational Centres 

In the practice of Buddhism, know-
ledge and wisdom are-stressed. During the 
reign of Asoka educational institutions 
sprang up in every temple in the land and 
thereby every Buddhist temple became a 
veritable centre of learning. Some of 
these centres grew into world-famous 
universities , from the second century 
A.D. at Nalanda, Taxila, Vikramashila 
etc. 

The Buddhist civilizations of India, 
Burma and Sri Lanka were among the 
first to have university education in the 
annals of mankind. Admittance was based 
on competence and not on wealth , race 
or creed. Students from Afghanistan to 
China resided in these centres oflearning. 
The universities flourished up to around 
the 13th century A.D. They were totally 
destroyed by the invading Mughal armies 
of the north from the 14th century 
onwards. 

During the 3rd century B.C., both 
India and Sri Lanka had hospitals for 
both man and beast. These facts are 
noted in the " Outline of World History" 
by H.G. Wells. Emperor Asoka was the 
first to establish hospitals in India and he 
encouraged, in the 3rd century B.C. the 
cultivation of medical herbs. No wonder 
the late H.G . Wells called Asoka "the 
noblest king in the history of mankind". 
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The Buddha's message to mankind was for man's spiritual 
and social ascendancy. He called on man for cheerful service 
to others, love for the life and restraint for all irrational 
desires. His path is both intellectual and spiritual; and its goal 
can be attained by self-discipline, plain living and noble 
thinking. The Buddha stood for human justice; therefore it is 
not surprising that the basic codes of Human Rights are 
incorporated in his teachings. 

The Buddha laid the foundation for 
this movement. It is said that once an 
old Bhikku of a surly disposition was 
afflicted with a loathsome disease , the 
sight and smell of which was so 
nauseating that no one would go near 
him. The Buddha came to the Vihara 
where this unfortunate man lay , and on 
hearing his case he ordered warm water 
and went to the sick room to nurse him. 
He ministered the sick Bhikkhu daily as 
long as he stayed in that place , and 
declared, "whoever nurses the sick will 
be serving me" . 

Religious freedom is one of the 
greatest virtues stressed by the Buddha. 
He preached the gospel of tolerance, 
compassion , loving, kindness and non-
violence. He taught man not to despise 

other religions and not to belittle them. 
In his day Asoka practised the golden 

principle of tolerance. Under his 
patronage Buddhism flourished in his 
time. As a Buddhist he was tolerant of 
other religions . One of his edicts says: 
"All religions deserve reverence for some 
reason or other. By thus acting a man 
exalts his own religion and at the same 
time does service to the religion of J-iher 
people ". 

The Buddha sounded the clarion call 
of human liberty. He said, "Take ye 
refuge in yourself and be your own light. 
With earnestness and high resolve work 
out your own salvation." 

The Buddha further declared, accor-
ding to the Kalama Sutta, that one should 
not even accept his teachings unless one 

found them to be in accord with one's 
own personal reasoning. • 

To summarize, the Buddha for the 
first time in the history of India or 
perhaps the whole world , proclaimed 
equality between man and man and . 
between the sexes. He stressed security of 
man in his old age and when sick, besides 
the right to an education, and the rights 
of children. The right to work is em-
bodied in the Buddha's Noble Eight-fold 
Path, where he enjoins men to select the 
right (noble and useful) livelihood. 
Thereby he prohibits the practice of 
slavery and "white slavery", that is the 
exploitation of men or women for 
financial gain. 

Further, the Buddha gave man sturdy 
independence and thereby elevated 
human liberty, religious tolerance, free 
speech. Lastly, according to the Maha 
Parinibbana Sutta, he even preferred the 
representative form of government over 
autocratic rule which was common in his 
day. 

The basic human rights , as declared by 
the Buddha are as refreshing today as 
they were in the 6th century B.C. They 
are incorporated in all declarations of the 
Human Rights Commission of the United 
Nations. In fact they are the foundation 
on which the United Nations edifice has 
been built . D 

[ INDIAN & FOREIGN REVIEW] 

Our Annual General Meeting was held on 26th December 1983 with 38 members present. Mter the Pre.sident's address 
there was a detailed debate by the members on the work of the various bureaus and AliranJs Plans for the,ensuing year. 
Some new major PfOjects including the Bahasa ~arterly, the International J al and rnative C Progrannne 
were end~;rsed, • +Annual Gen~fiil Meeting. · is going t a cruciaf µ for w that o bership';ha 
increased and O 'vities have broadened out, ope to rµ ore signifi t contuv, .. ,..,,,. to society ge. . 

The Kuala tumpur Study-Club held its first function on the 9th of February: it was a discussion c~m fraternity get 
together. The attendance was extremely encouraging. It was an opportunity for many of the new members.to' meet the older 
members of Aliran. ,, .,, · • 

The Penaqg -'~~udy-Clubs b~gan functionitr~ in Februa~; with a mee · on 23rd 
Administration in ~ije Afiran Philo_s?phy. · Uiifor,\ipately onlY; 1;'fuembers tu p and th 
decided to postpone the discussion' to the 29th bf March. ThetKuala Lumpur tudy-Club h 
the 25th of February to discuss the same topic.' Notes were taken of the main points debate 
Club for their consideration. 

On 3rd Man;h we had a ho'4stwarming satay party at 
30 ,people inclu: -·- ouses, . ' n and ,f . ?f memb 
Fraternity 'Bureau its Co · tor must ked for 
work still remains to be done in getting our prenuses into sha comfor 

Two new membe.rs joined us Jn January _1984 and ,another three in F 
membership has qeen growing at a;steady rate. otal memberslii now stan 
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--------Housing--------

LOW COST HOUSING 
Ang Boon Chong 

This memorandum was written in response to a request from the 
Penang State Housing Committee for Aliran's views on the concept of low-cost housing. 

W e thank you for inviting our 
views and recommendations on 

low-cost housing. Aliran is happy to 
respond out of an awareness that this 
is one area of community development 
that has, for a long time, been found 
wanting. 

The right to decent housing is not 
just a right of the rich and those who 
can afford it. It is a universal right that 
must not exclude a section of the com-
munity for reasons of poverty. The 
intervention of the state on behalf of 
the poor is necessary because the rich 
can always look after themselves, whereas 
the poor cannot. 

Needless to say the ideal solution 
is to build enough houses to satisfy the 
demand. Since this is not possible, the 
alternative seems to be to work out a 
system that ensures that those in greatest 
need are first satisfied. Therefore, to 
determine priority we suggest the 
following criteria for your consideration:-

(I) THE CONCEPT OF NEED 
This may be determined by:-

(a) family income, 
(b) family size, 
(c) period of waiting, 
(d) present living conditions and 
(e) the non-availability of any form 

of residence. 

(2) RESIDENCE/LOCALITY 
Points may be awarded to appli-

cants from the vicinity of the low-cost 
housing schemes. This should take into 
accoj,lnt:-
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(a) the proximity of present accom-
modation to housing site. 

(b) the applicants' residence within 
the same mukim or daerah of the 
low-cost housing schemes. 

(c) the closeness of the work place 
to the housing area. (For instance 
factory workers, whose work place 
is near a low-cost housing scheme). 

(3) SITUATIONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 
For the purpose of rehabilitation 

and relocation, special attention may 
be paid to:-
(a) squatters and slum dwellers, 
(b) victims of natural and other 

disasters, 
(c) those displaced or evicted for 

development purposes. 
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Low Cost Housing In Penang. 

( 4) SPECIAL SOCIAL 
GROUPS 
In appreciation and recognition 

of past services and to fulfill a moral 
obligation, consideration should be given 
to:-
(a) Ex-servicemen and former members 

of the police and other para-
military forces , 

(b) pensioners and the aged, 
(c) the physically handicapped. 

CONCEPT OF LOW-COST 
HOUSING 
(a) The cost should be really low 

without sacrificing quality and 
durability. 

(b) Housing units should have rea-
sonable living space complete with 
adequate public amenities and 
the necessary infrastructures. 



(c) Local materials that are of a high 
standard should be used to bring 
down cost. 

luJ Architectural style should blend 
and harmonise naturally with the 
environment. 

CONCEPT OF SELF-HELP 
HOUSING 

The self-help housing concept is a 
feasible and useful method of solving 
the housing shortage. This concept 
has been tried successfully in a number 
of developing countries and the cut-
back in cost to the consumer has been 
tremendous. In a self-help housing 
situation, the state provides overall 
planning and supervision. The state also 
assists in providing infra-structural and 
public amenities. The actual building 
of the houses are undertaken by the 
people themselves. Houses built this 
way are cheap and fulfills the required 
standards of health and safety. 

REDUCING COST 
To really cut back costs the following 

measures should be considered:-
(a) Reducing Bureaucratic red-tape , 
(b) Eliminating corruption, 
(c) Eliminating speculation on land 

and houses , 
(d) Controlling the prices of building 

materials. 
The problem of housing is invariably 

tied up with the problem of land. In any 
meaningful solution to the housing 
problem a start has to be made in the area 
of land reform. There is need for instance 
to formulate new legislations to deal 
with:-
(a) the question of unused land, 
(b) the concentration of land owner-

ship, 
(c) the penetration of big capital in 

poor localities. 
Finally, the concept of housing cannot 

be viewed in isolation from the general 
concept of development. Development 
that leads to a concentration of technolo-
gical and economic resources in the hands 
of elites will only hamper, not solve the 
housing problem. 

Low-cost housing, as an instrument of · 
social development should be properly 
integrated into the local setting, where 
it can then ·become the nucleus of a 
viable, self-contained community. The 
type of low-cost housing policy we 
envisage does not include ethnic consi-
derations because the criteria of need will 
have taken care of all ethnic groups. D 
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CONSTITUENCY RE-DELINEATION Continued from Page 2 

*Electors+ 

Perlis Arau 37,836 Kangar 41,905 
Kedah Jerai 32,146 Alor Setar 50,187 
Kelantan Gua Musang 20,503 Kota Baham 47,575 
Terengganu Hulu Terengganu 26,699 Kuala Terengganu 40,728 
Penang Kepala Batas 27,216 Tanjong 59,142 
Perak Gerik 25,625 Ipoh 55,402 
Pahang Rompin 22,928 Kuantan 46,868 
Selangor Sabak Bernam 30,259 Petaling Jaya 67,846 
F.T. Batu 55,207 Seputeh 64,204 
Negri Jelebu 25,615 Seremban 56,959 
Malacca Alor Gajah 31,963 Kota Melaka 63,520 
Johore Mersing 24,520 Johar Bahru 57,350 

Peninsular Gua Musang 20,503 Petaling Jaya 67,846 

Sabah Keningau 13,083 Sandakan 29,354 

*from electoral rolls Dec. 1982 

SMALLEST AND LARGEST ST ATE CONSTITUENCIES (PROPOSED) _ 

Smallest Constituency Largest Constituency 

State Constituency *Electors+ Constituency *Electors+ 

Perlis Jelempok 4,100 Jejawi 6,539 
Kedah Mahsuri 14,272 Kota Darulaman 25,717 
Kelantan Galas 6,436 Padang Garong 18,605 
Terengganu Kemasik 4,816 Bandar 13,636 
Penang Pinang Tunggal 7,079 Pengkalan Kota 22,642 
Perak Temengor 12,700 Asam Kumbang 29,649 
Pahang Jelai 6,761 Kuantan Bandar 21,011 
Selangor Sungai Tinggi 8,677 Bukit Gasing 27,771 
Negri Peradong 5,718 Mambau 19,707 
Malacca Rim 6,263 Bandar Hilir 18,147 
Johore Tenggaroh ,., 11,700 Sri I..alang 31,422 

Peninsular Jelempok 4,100 Sri I..alang 31,432 

Sabah K. Kinabatangan 4,040 Kota Kinabalu 14,611 

*from electoral rolls Dec. 1982 

ensure that the number of electors within 
each constituency would not be too 
different in size. 

Such controlled rural weightage occurs 
in many countries and may be justified 
on the grounds of "difficulty of reaching 
electors in country districts and other 
disadvantages facing rural constituen~ 
cies". What is at issue then, is not rural-
weightage as such, but how with the 
removal of restrictions, constituencies 
widely ranging in size have emerged. 
Indeed the 13th schedule of the Constitu-
tion still reads: "The number of electors 
within each constituency in (each) state 
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and the Federal Territory ought to be 
approximately equal. " 

Yet, in 1974, the re-delineation exer-
cise resulted in constituencies ranging 
from Kuala Krai (17,332), Grik (17,280) 
and Tenggaroh (17,374) to Menglembu 
(49,038), Petaling (47,929) and Johore 
Bharu (51,534). 

The present recommendation by the 
Election Commission will further contri-
bute to such disparities. Should the 
proposal be passed in parliament, the new 
parliamentary constituencies in peninsular 
Malaysia will range from Gua Musang 
(20,503) to Petaling Jaya (67,846) while 
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the state constituencies will range from 
Jelempok in Perlis (4,100) to Sri I..alang 
in Johore (31,432). Note that the number 
of electors for the largest state consti-
tuency is more than that of the smallest 
parliamentary constituency. 

The result of such disparities and rural-
weightage, obviously, is an increase in the 
number of constituencies with Malay 
majorities. In 1974, 79 of 114 parliamen-
tary constituencies in the peninsula 
already had Malay majorities. 

Taken together, then, the single-
member electoral system, specific rules 
for voter registration and unrestricted 



rural weightage result in distortions which 
tend to give pre-eminence to Malay 
representation and indirectly ensures 
UMNO dominance of electoral politics. 

Mono-Ethnic 
Constituencies In 

Urban Areas 
Apart from the above features yet 

another consequence of the new re-
delineation is the carving out of consti-
tuencies along ethnic lines in the urban 
areas. In the Federal Territory for 
instance, the new Kepong constituency 
will be even more Chinese in character. 
With the redrawing, its voter composition 
changes from Chinese 71 .2%, Malays 
16.2%, Indians 12.6% to Chinese 84%, 
Malays 6%, Indians 10%. 

Likewise , KL Bandar which becomes 
Bukit Bintang will increase its Chinese 
composition from 79 .8% to 83% while in 
l.embah Pantai carved out from Daman-
sara, the Malay component will increase 
from 36 to 56 percent as the Chinese 
population originally in Damansara is 
added to the new Seputeh constituency 
which will be 83% Chinese . Other Malay 
populated areas have also been added to 
the original Setapak constituency so as to 
create the new Batu and Titiwangsa 

constituencies which have Malay 
majorities. 

Similar examples of "gerrymandering" 
(the term refers to arbitrary redrawing of 
constituencies) can be cited for other 
urban areas like Penang and the Kinta 
Valley. 

The creation of constituencies 
dominated by particular communities in 
the urban areas is certainly unhealthy 
especially since it is in the urban areas 
that different races come together. In 
multi-ethnic ·Constituencies, candidates 
regardless of ethnicity, will be compelled 
to champion socio-economic and political 
issues which appeal to all communities . In 
contrast, emotional ethnic issues tend to 
be championed in mono-ethnic consti-
tuencies. By creating mono-ethnic 
constituencies then, ethnicity becomes 
institutionalised and gains even more 
political soliency. The situation augurs 
well for champions of ethnic issues but 
further contributes to ethnic polarization 
in the country . .. 

Democracy Is 
More Than Elections 

is but one aspect of the entire democratic 
process. ,1 

Elections only determine who repre-
sent us in parliament. Whether those 
elected represent our interests or not is 
yet another issue. 

In between elections we must have 
access to information so that we can 
judge whether our representatives and 
government are doing their jobs or not. ' ' 
Lest they be ingratiating themselves 
instead of serving the people there must 
be provisions for dissent. That is why a 
democracy must minimally guarantee us 
the right to assemble, associate, publish 
and speak out freely. At the same time 
we need the help of an independent 
judiciary as well. 

In many places, there are also 
popularly-elected local councils to 
promote people's participation and 
prevent centralization of power. 

Hence concern for freedom and demo-
cracy goes far beyond the concern for 
equal representation through fairly-
apportioned electoral constituencies. 

Unfortunately, many of those who are 
raising objections now, especially those 
component-parties of the BN, are solely 
concerned about unequal ethnic represen-
tation rather than the larger issue of 
protecting democracy and promoting Having said all this however , it must be 

clarified that elections, though important, justice for all in Malaysia. D f 
( 
J 

And so 3,y .'bravery' bears much reciting. * ,, L ~ p 

0, when vur sons make short work of all trash, 

" 
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-------Human Rights-------

World Round-Up 

1986: International Year Of Peace 
The United Nations General Assembly 

has unanimously declared 1986 as the 
International Year of Peace (IYP). This 
is in line with the U.N. Charter, the 
Preamble to which states the determina-
tion of the peoples of the U.N. "to save 
succeeding generations from the scourge 
of war, ... to practise tolerance and live 
together in peace with one another as 
good neighbours, and .. . to unite our 
strength to maintain international peace 
and security." In spite of U.N. and 
other efforts, peace continues to be a 
goal rather than an achievement. The 
objective of the IYP is "to devote a 
specific time to concentrating the eff arts 
of the U.N and its Member States to 
promote the ideals of peace and give 
evidence of their commitment to peace 
in all viable ways." All States, organisa-
tions and other interested groups are 
invited to exert all possible efforts for 
the preparation and observance of the 
IYP. 

Human Rights Declaration For 
Asean Countries 

The Regional Council On Human 
Rigkts In Asia is a non-governmental 
human rights organisation founded in 
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Azmi Khalid 

early 1982. The Council met in Jakarta, 
Indonesia for its first Annual Conference 
in December 1983 and adopted the 
Declaration of the Basic Duties of 
ASEAN Peoples and Governments. Jurists 
and other human rights advocates from 
lndonesi , Malaysia, the Philippines and 
Thailand took note of some limited 
advances of human rights in some coun-
tries in the region but nonetheless regret-
ted that the overall situation still leaves 
much to be desired. The Council observed 
that the gains in human rights did not 
arise from a sincere recognition by the 
authorities of the rights of the people 
but were more the result of government 
tolerance, sometimes under the pressure 
of foreign governments, world public 
opinion or actions by national social 
groups. The gains had in fact been out-
weighed by shocking violations of basic 
individual and collective rights, perpe-
trated by certain structures, laws and 
policies. The Council emphatically re-
affirmed that human rights are not 
mere ideals or aspirations, that every 
person is entitled to the right to self-
directed development, and that human 
rights violations are not caused merely 
by unjust acts but also by unjust national 
and international structures. 
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The Declaration of Basic Duties 
was adopted to urge all governments of 
the Asean region to incorporate and im-
plement the principles enshrined therein 
in their national constitutions and laws. 

The Declaration has taken inspiration 
from the Asian reverence for human life 
and dignity, in full awareness that 
inhuman conditions plaguing untold 
millions on the continent are neither 
inevitable nor irremediable. Convinced 
that such conditions retard the develop-
ment of the peoples of Asia, the Declara-
tion stridently urges all governments 
and peoples to uphold what in fact have 
urgently become Basic Duties. Amongst 
such duties enunciated are the protection 
of basic rights of all persons, the promo-
tion of peace, people's independent 
development, people's free participation 
at all levels of decision-making, equal 
access to social justice that ensures a 
minimum decent standard of living, 
educational systems that provide equal 
education, the freedom of mass commu-



nications media, rights of cultural 
communities, submission of the military 
to civilian supremacy, the elimination of 
torture and similar practices and effective 
curbs on powers exercised during States 
of Emergency. All the above duties are 
in accord with the diverse international 
human rights and humanitarian conven-
tions already declared universally. 

Asian Human Rights Coalition 
The Asian Coalition of Human Rights 

Organisations, formed at the initiative of 
the LAW ASIA Human Rights Standing 
Committee in New Delhi, India in 
October 1982, had its First Meeting in 
Manila in September 1983. This was 
followed by a Committee Meeting in 
Bangkok in December 1983. Amongst the 
activities outlined in its 3-year plan are 
the promotion of human rights aware-
ness, preparing standard-setting charters 
and codes of conduct, monitoring and 
critiquing national laws and policies and 
their compliance with human rights 
conventions, invoking universal rights in 
domestic fora, and organising regional 
campaigns. Various internal questions 
regarding membership and machinery for 
implementation would also be worked 
out during 1984. The work programme is 
to combat three alarming trends in the 
Asian region : increasing authoritarian 
nature of political institutions, continuing 
impoverishment of the majority of the 
people, and the increasing incidence of 
ethnic violence and cultural genocide. 

The African Refugee Problem 
An African Centre on Human Rights is 

to be established by the Bureau for 
Refugees of the Organisation of African 
Unity (OAU) together with the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). 
With the realization that one of the 
causes of the influx of African refugees 
remains the violation of human rights, the 
OAU and UNHCR began holding consul-
tations with a view to implementing 
recommendations earlier made by the 
1979 Pan-African Conference on the 

situation of refugees in Africa. One of the 
recommendation had been the establish-
ment of an African centre to deal with 
refugee law, humanitarian law and human 
rights. Both bodies have agreed that the 
proposed institution would neither be a 
sort of Commission to judge anybody or 
any matter nor an organ to make pro-
nouncements against governments. It 
would instead be an independent, non-
political centre with primarily intellectual 
and informative prospects. 

Threats To The Press In Kenya 
Kenyan journalists have become in-

creasingly concerned by the development 
of government criticisms of the local 
press. The Attorney-General had n a 
number of occasions warned that action 
might be taken against offending news-
papers under legislation providing for the 
closure of seditious publications. The 
President himself had taken a weekly 
publication to task for implying that 
individuals or groups had influenced 
presidential appointments. The Attorney-
General had complained about an article 
on dissident movements in Mozambique 

and Zimbabwe. Whilst stressing that press 
freedom is constitutionally guaranteed, 
he constantly points out that freedoms 
carry responsibilities with them. Many 
Kenyan journalists are worried that such 
freedoms are being steadily eroded if 
there are negative reactions from the 
government to the publication of articles 
which leaders disagree with. This may 
tarnish the reputation long enjoyed by 
the Kenyan press as one of the freest and 
most vital in Africa. 

Australia - Human Rights Council 
The Human Rights Council of Austra-

lia has been monitoring a wide range of 
national and international issues. Prison 
conditions in Queensland jails were 
studied following letters received from 
prisoners about certain practices in viola-
tion of human rights conventions. The 
controls imposed on prisoners' right to 
send out and receive letters have been 
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seen as excessive and inhuman. In conse-
quence, the Council has recommende<J; 
formulation of a clear code of ethics 
based on the Standard Minimum Rules 
for the Treatment of Prisoners, including 
proper instruction on the obligations of 
all prison officials pursuant to such inter-
national standards. The Council has also 
examined corporal punishment in 
schools, though the practice differs 
widely from state to state in Australia. 
Enquiries have revealed that a number of 
serious abuses have occurred and that this 
form of punishment is ineffective and can 
be psychologically harmful. 

Other matters studied include the East 
Timor situation, the Australian position 
on Kampuchea and the human rights 
policies of the new Labour government. 
The Council has welcomed the govern-
ment concern with disarmament, its 
resolve to strengthen the role of the 
Human Rights Commission and the 
expected ratification of the Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Dis-
crimination Against Women. 

U.S.A. - Administration 
Censorship 

The New York - based Fund for Free 
Expression has conducted a survey to 
determine some of the effects of the 
Presidential "Directive on Safeguarding 
National Security Information". The 
Directive requires government officials 
with access to secret intelligence infor-
mation to submit anything they write to 
the government for prior censorship, not 
only while they hold office but for the 
rest of their lives. The requirement is 
imposed regardless of whether the writing 
draws on secret intelligence information 
and of whether anything that has to be 
submitted for censorhsip involves infor-
mation acquired during government 
service. The Fund surveyed the opinion 
pages of five newspapers for a single year, 
1982, and discovered that some 300 
articles by former officials would have 
had to be submitted for censorship 
had the Directive been in force then. 
Censorship would have involved delays to 
timely publication, deletions or modifi-
cations of articles, and would have 
prevented many articles from ever being 
written. The articles were part of the 
public debate on such matters as Central 
American policy, military spending, 
nuclear policy and other critical issues. D 



---------Peace 

Peace Politics 
In The Third World 

AUSTRALIANS watching the emergence 
of a global peace politics have recently 
become fascinated by what is happening 
outside the First World of Western 
Europe, North America and Japan. Most 
of this attention has been focussed on the 
Second World, and especially on East 
Germany and Hungary. Understandably, 
for peace issues seem· to have allowed the 
emergence of independent political 
organisations on an unprecedented scale 
in those two countries. 

But is it possible that a new peace 
politics is emerging in the Third World as 
well. There, as in the Second World, the 
signs are hard to read. Most non-state 
groups operate in a shadowy world where 
anti-regime dissidence and intra-regime 
factionalism fade into each other, with 
the result that outsiders who are used to 
politics in pluralistic democracies are 
inclined to give up on them prematurely, 
their bafflement often tinged with 
cynicism. 

But another similarity between the 
Third World and the Second may be more 
important. In the Third World, as in the 
Second, leaders of political and cultural 
opinion have a strong sense of living on 
the periphery. So they are used to 
following what is happening in the 
metropolitan centres of the world, 
watching for new trends and currents of 
thought there, and looking for ways of 
responding to them which make sense 
in their own local terms. 

In the last two years many opinion 
leaders, in Lagos, Lima, Karachi and 
Jakarta, have been looking hard at the 
new peace ferment in the metropolitan 
centres, and there are signs that they are 
beginning to respond actively to it. 

These signs include a large number of 
newspaper and magazine articles, a good 
sprinkling of booklets and a smaller 
number of new discussion groups, with 
names like Jogjakarta's "Forum on Peace 
and Development Ethics". And they in-
clude some directly political action. Some 
of this is at the state and inter-state level. 
Pbr instance Indira Gandhi, at the March 
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1983 summit conference of the Non-
Aligned Movement, stressed the impossi-
bility of Third World development unless 
there is far reaching global disarmament. 
Some of it is at the non-state level, mani-
fest in the way marginal and opposition 
groups in various Third World states are 
putting anti-militarist and anti-foreign 
intervention themes into criticism levelled 
at their governments. A.B.C., the Anti-
Bases Coalition recently established in the 
Philippines by the ex-Senator and long-
time human rights activist, Jose Diokno, 
is a good example. 

Seven Forms Of 
Peace Action 

Why should we be surprised? The 
name may be new, but peace politics has 
a long history in Third World countries. 
Here are examples of seven forms of 
peace action which have been practised 
in Thi4d World situations in the recent 
past and continue to be relevant today. 

Herb Feith 
1. Many of the efforts to fashion soli-
darity among Third World states have 
been linked with attempts to impose 
restraint on the superpowers. When India 
and Indonesia called the Bandung Asian-
African conference in 195 5 one of their 
aims was to help China out of its US-
imposed pariahhood. In 1961 Nehru, 
Tito, Sukarno and Nkrumah used the 
Belgrade conference of the Non-Aligned 
Movement to put pressure on both 
Washington and Moscow to move towards 
a lessening of the tensions between them. 
Initiatives taken by the Third World bloc 
at the UN, the "Group of 77", were of 
major importance in getting the UN to 
hold its first Special Session on Disarma-
ment in 1978. And in the period since 
the Brandt Report's publication in 1979 
India, Mexico, Nigeria, Algeria and Tan-
zania have all been pressing the First 
World states to concede the linkage 
between North-South economic restruc-
turing and far-reaching disarmament. 
2. There is a long history of Third World 
governments protesting against military 
and naval intrusions into their regions. 
The Indian government and various 

The Movement Against The US Bases 
In The Philippines 

The Anti-Bases Coalition of the 
Philippines is a movement which 
combines a variety of appeals. Its 
Declaration of Principles reads as 
follows: 

"The bases . ... pose a grave risk 
of nuclear accidents and serve as 
magnets of nuclear attack or 
counterattack. (They) impair our 
national sovereignty and indepen-
dence, deprive our people of the 
full use and control of our national 
patrimony, support US intervention 
in our internal affairs, serve as 
staging grounds and jumping-off 
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places for gunboat diplomacy and 
intervention in the internal affairs 
of other states, and support the 
prevailing imperialist control of 
the international economic order. ,, 

"The bases support the inequi-
table status quo, strengthen autho-
ritarian rule typified by the Marcos 
regime, promote the militarization 
of our country, intensify the viola-
tion of our basic rights as indivi-
duals and as a people, and lead to 
the spread of prostitution and other 
social vices, and the degradation of 
our native values. " 



African governments have spoken out 
repeatedly against expanding US and 
Soviet naval activities in the Indian 
Ocean. Most of the Pacific states have 
protested frequently against militarisation 
and nuclearisation of the Pacific: 
America's Trident plans, French and 
Chinese weapons testing and Japanese 
plans to dump nuclear wastes; and they 
have had some success in involving 
Australia and New Zealand in their 
protests. Moreover there have been 
numerous protests by countries bordering 
each of these oceans against the cavalier 
treatment of island people who get in 
the way of the construction of new bases 
e.g. Diego Garcia, Belau (Palau). 
3. Some Third World governments which 
are the dependent partners of First World 
powers have attempted to exert restraint 
on these First World states. One success-
ful example is Malaysia, which worked 
hard in 1979 (in the early months of the 
Iran-Iraq war) to dissuade the US and UK 
from mounting a naval expedition to sail 
into the Persian Gulf. Malaysia was then 
a member of a Conciliation Commission 
of the Islamic Conference Organization 
which was trying an alternative approach 
to ending the Iran-Iraq war. 
4. In virtually all Third World countries 
with foreign bases there have been 
popular movements against those bases 

(see box). Some of these movements have 
obvious relevance to anti-bases politics 
in Australia. 

Most anti-foreign bases movements 
have started on the initiative of anti-
government groups, but some have 
become closely linked with govern-
ments and succeeded in having govern-
ments act on their programs. Thailand 
in 1975 is an example of a country which 
asked the US to close down its bases. 
5. In Third World countries, as in the 
West, there is a long history of protest 
against the embassies of . states which 
have launched interventionist actions. 
Recent examples include protests against 
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the 
American intervention in El Salvador, the 
British expedition to reclaim the Falk-
lands/Malvinas and the Israeli invasion 
of Lebanon. 
6. Journalists and intellectuals on the 
margins of government often cooperate 
with dovish factions in Third World 
regimes in the _politics of restraining the 
hawkish and chauvinist elements in those 
regimes - especially in situations where 
regional arms races are under way or 
threatened. That is an old pattern in 
India and Pakistan, and in North and 
South Korea, and one can see expres-
sions of it in the contest between Indo-
china states and the ASEAN ones. 
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7. In almost all Third World countries 
there are major tussles over the proper 
role of the military. These are usually 
related to contests over the role of securi-
ty and intelligence organizations and 
about human rights and the rule of 
law. And they are often related to battles 
over how national history should be 
understood. In many cases they are 
related to struggles for local autonomy 
and the defence or revitalization of local 
cultural traditions. 

Peace Festivals held under Church 
auspices to celebrate local cultural 
events in various parts of the Philippines 
are part of a continuing struggle against 
the militarization of society. So are Peace 
Pacts among tribal peoples, where part 
of the aim is to avoid the conscription of 
local men into militias. In the Philippines 
and many other countries the politics of 
militarization and demilitarization is as 
much cultural as political, involving 
novelists, poets, dramatists, pop singers, 
student theatre groups and cartoonists. 

To these seven forms of peace politics 
one could add two others whose distinc-
tively Third World forms have begun to 
emerge only recently. 
8. Small groups of intellectuals in several 
Third World countries are engaging in 
efforts to change consciousness within 
their societies in relation to the politico-
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military structures of global society, for 
instance to popularize the idea that 
Third World states and peoples have a 
claim to the resources of the global 
commons (ocean beds, Antarctica, Outer 
Space , etc). Some of these groups are 
also interested in schemes for far-reaching 
reform of the UN and for the establish-
ment of World Authority in various areas 
hitherto accepted as the exclusive 
preserve of nation states. 
9. In some of these countries, e.g. India, 
Brazil, Chile, there are centres and insti-
tutes established in the traditions of 
European peace research. In these scho-
lars may be constructing indices of 
militarisation and demilitarisation, moni-
toring Trans National Corporations 
involved in programs of arms acquisition, 
documenting militarisation practices in 
rural areas, analysing the costs of parti-
cular programs of arms acquisition and 
arms production (direct economic costs, 
social costs, costs in terms of technology 
choices foreclosed, etc.) or rethinking 
national defence and security in ways 
which link social defence concepts to 
national traditions. 

But Is Their Problem 
Not Poverty 

It is a reality, however, that many 
politically conscious people in Third 
World countries see the new peace and 
nuclear disarmament movements as 
remote from their concerns. Does this not 
reflect the fact that poverty is the central 
issue in those countries, overshadowing 
all others? 

This explanation is not one to be 
dismissed lightly. But nor should it be 
taken at face value, for some people 
clearly find it simple to see connections 
between poverty and oppression , between 
oppression and militarization, and 
between the local and intra-state forms of 
militarization (vertical militarization) and 
the interstate or horizontal forms . 

Is nuclear disarmament then substan-
tially irrelevant in the Third World? One 
may perhaps begin to grapple with the 
suggestion that it is by looking at the 
overall social and political perspectives 
of the people who offer the suggestion. 
In my discussions of peace issues in Indo-
nesia I have found two main variants of 
this argument. 

On the one hand I have spoken to 
people who identify with the Suharto 
r@gime's perspectives, basically accepting 
that economic developmenf is the coun-
try's central task, that necessitates 
stability and that stability requires that 

mass politics should remain switched out. 
Their response is 'For people here the 
problem is food, clothing and housing. 
The issue of world peace is a luxury to 
which most Indonesians simply cannot 
afford to turn their attention'. 

On the other hand I have spoken to 
frustrated critics of the Suharto regime, 
people whose response to the nuclear 
disarmament talk of the last few years 
reflects their sense of being politically 
stifled. Their response has been 'You 
people in countries like Australia can do 
things about this danger of nuclear war. 
But in our situation that is impossible 
because we are totally powerless'. 

Peace And Global 
Transformation 

Each of these main stances is likely 
to survive in different forms, in Indonesia 
and other parts of the Third World. But 
I believe both of them are becoming less 
persuasive as more and more opinion 
leaders in Third World countries tum 
their energies to working out strategies to 
handle the new metropolitan peace 
consciousness and give it local meaning, 
and as transnational networks .of Third 
World intellectuals come to give this · 
problem more attention. 

One such network, whose membership 
includes the Indonesian Soedjatmoko and 
the Indian Rajni Kothari, has gone a long 
way towards formulating a distinctively 
Third World perspective and project. It is 
'Peace and Global Transformation', now 
the framework of the peace program 
of the United Nations University. Their 
central message is that for Third World 
people peace is not simply a matter of 
survival, that the cause of peace and 
disarmament is in no way a status quo 
cause. As they see it, it is inextricably 
linked with the radical transformation 
of global society and the uprooting of 
many of the currently accepted patterns 
of privilege, between countries as well as 
within them. 

My central assumption is that peace 
ferment is a major dimension of con-
sciousness change in today's world, at 
least as important as environmentalism 
and feminism, and that it will remain 
that, that issues to do with militarism 
and demilitarization will continue to be 
a powerful catalyst of global cultural 
transformation for the rest of the cen-
tury. If that assumption is right peace 
ferment is most likely to have Third 
World manifestations which are powerful, 
distinctive and diverse. · 

But I fear that what Richard Falk calls 
"first world provincialism" may blind us 
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to many of these manifestations and lead 
us to premature disparagement of others. 
First World empathy with the aspirations 
of people in Third World societies has 
always been shallow; and many of the 
trends of Third World politics in the last 
five or six years have aggravated this 
problem, making it easier for global 
humanists and internationalists in First 
World countries to tum their sympathies 
in other directions. I am thinking of the 
rapid increase in military purchases and 
military production by Third World 
states, the heightened levels of repression 
in many of them, the conspicuous 
divisions in the Non-Alignment Move-
ment, the horrors which have accom-
panied the Iranian revolution, and the 
diminishing lustre of such figures as 
Tanzania's Nyerere and Zimbabwe's 
Mugabe. 

If I am right in my expectation that 
peace will burst forth in a variety of new 
forms in Third World countries in the 
coming years, it is important that First 
World peaceniks should learn how to 
listen for them and look for the possi-
bilities of creative interplay they create. 
One way of sensitizing ourselves in this 
respect is by looking at the forms which 
internationalism and globalism have taken 
in Third World countries in the last two 
decades. Whereas the distinctive emphases 
of First World internationalism in this 
period have been on human rights (e.g. 
Amnesty International), ecological sensi-
bility and more recently nuclear disarma-
ment, the distinctive emphases of 
internationalism in Third World countries 
have been on anti-colonialism, anti-racism 
and global distributive justice. 

I am not suggesting that there are easy 
ways of mapping relationships between 
peace consciousness and peace move-
ments in First World countries and their 
equivalents or partial equivalents in Third 
World ones. There are not - just as there 
are no easy ways of mapping or strate-
gizing about First World/Second World 
interactions on peace and related issues, 
or about the interplay between peace 
movements and other consciousness 
change movements in particular coun-
tries. But the peace movement is necessa-
rily involved in a lot of global mapping, 
and it will be myopia of a more than 
foolish kind if that is done in ways which 
ignore the Third World. 

As I see it, First World provincialism 
is less forgivable in Australians than in 
other First Worlders - and less forgivable 
still in Australian peaceniks ! D 

[ Herb Feith is a long-time Indonesia 
watcher and teaches a Peace Sludies 
course in the Monash Politics 
Department. J 



'------Philosophy 

EVOLUSI 
Petikan daripada Risalah metafizik Jalaludin Rumi. · Rumi di iktirafkan sebagai 

seorang ahli falsafah yang teragung dalam sejarah manusia. 

Evolusi bermaksud perubahan dan 
pertukaran yang beransur-ansur dan per-
lahan-lahan. Menurut pendapat Rumi, 
insan dan makhluk sentiasa dalam proses 
evolusi (evolution). Kata beliau tidak ada 
satupun benda yang mati. Jirim (matter) 
adalah bentuk hidup yang paling rendah 
sekali. Alam ini adalah bentuk zahir dan 

gap bagi Al-Khalik. Rumi menerangkan 
awa apabila Allah hendak menunjuk-

DiriNya, maka dijadikanNya satu 
rmin, muka cermin itu ialah roh dan 
lakang cermin itu ialah alam. 
Udara, tanah, air dan api adalah 
ba-hamba Allah. Pada pandangan 
usia benda-benda tersebut adalah 

ti, tetapi pada pandangan Allah benda-
nda itu adalah hidup. Demikian kata 
mi. Beliau berkata, "Badanku ini ialah 
il dari rohku, bukannya rohku itu hasil 

ri badanku". 
Pada segi penglihatan, jirim adalah 
ntuk wujud atau bentuk hidup yang 

pertama. Dengan lain perkataan, roh 
emulakan wujudnya dalam bentuk jirim 
ang sangat seni dan halus. Jirim-jirim ini 
tuk beberapa lama hidup seperti itu 

terumbang-ambing tanpa pilihan 
hendak sendiri . la hidup seperti api dan 
, seperti angin dan awan, hingga ia 
uk ke satu peringkat hidup yang lebih 

ggi iaitu kehidupan tumbuh-tumbuhan. 
ta Rumi bahawa hanya satu cara sahaja 
tuk naik dari peringkat hidup yang 
dah ke peringkat yang lebih tinggi itu 

'tu dengan penyerapan (assimilation) 
ringkat rendah ke peringkat yang lebih 
ggi itu. Jirirn masuk menyerap ke 
am kehidupan organan (organic) 
gan diserapkan oleh tumbuh-tumbuh-

, dan tumbuh-tumbuhan naik ke 
hidupan binatang dengan diserapkan 
h binatang. Demikianlah seterusnya. 
ta Rumi - "Aku mati dari bidang 

organan (inorganic) dan menjadi 
buh-tumbuhan. Kemudian aku mati 
· kehidupan tumbuh-tumbuhan dan 
~adi binatang. Mati dari binatang, aku 

· manusia. Oleh itu kenapa aku takut 
~adi rendah mertabat melalui satu lagi 
'? Dalam lan~ah yang satu lagi, aku 
· dari kemanusiaan dan menjadi 

malaikat. Kemudian mati dari kemaila-
katan dan menjadi sesuatu yang tidak 
dapat difikirkan. Kemudian aku tidak lagi 
wujud apabila suara ketuhanan menyeru-
kan 'Kami akan kembali kepadaNya'. 

Allah menjadikan sesuatu kerana ada 
sebab dan tujuan. Allah tidak menjadikan 
sesuatu sia-sia dart tanpa tujuan. Langit, 
burni, bulan dan bintang dijadikanNya 
kerana ada tujuan dan keperluan. Oleh 
itu, tujuan dan keperluan itu adalalf" 
punca segala kejadian. Oleh kerana 
keperluan manusia itulah, maka Allah 
beri manusia anggota badan seperti kaki, 
tangan, mata dan sebagainya. 

Hidup ini adalah perjuangan. Tiap-tiap 
zarah (atom) berjuang dengan zarah yang 
lain. Iman berjuang dengan kufur. Segala-
galanya berjuang. Perjuangan ini dalam 
lakuannya ialah bentuk objektif bagi 
prinsip pertentangan yang dasarnya ter-
Ietak dalam batin manusia. Ada 
peperangan dalam perkataan, ada 
peperangan dalam perbuatan , dan ada 
peperangan dalam keadaan . Antara 
bahagian-bahagian alam ini ada peperangan 
yang sengit. Peperangan ini adalah tabiat 
alam ini. Lihatlah unsur-unsur (element) 
dan anda akan faham bahawa makhluk ini 
berdasarkan pertentangan . Oleh itu, tiap-
tiap makhluk sifatnya suka berjuang 
untuk menafaat dan menjauhi mudharat. 
Perjuangan ini b11kanlah pada zahir sahaja 
tetapi dalam diri anda sendiripun ada 
perjuangan iaitu perjuangan keadaan 
mental. Satu keadaan berjuangan dengan 
keadaan yang lain. Zat roh itu melampaui 
pertentangan-pertentangan ini . Sifatnya 
tidak bertentangan seperti tersebut. Ianya 
bersifat ketuhanan . Hanya yang ber-
tentangan itu sahaja yang bertentangan 
antara satu dengan yang lain. Di mana 
tidak ada pertentangan di situlah 
kehidupan yang kekal. Demikian kata 
Rurni. 

Hanya dalam bidang kerohanian sahaja 
ada perdamaian, dan hanya dalam alam 
yang itu sahaja ada kesedaran yang diri 
itu ada bersama dengan Allah yang berdiri 
di luar garis perjuangan itu. Masuklah ke 
'dalam Tuhan', di situ ada perdamaian. 

Jirim menyerap dalam tumbuh-
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tumbuhan. Tumbuh-tumbuhan menyerap 
dalam binatang. Binatang menyerap ke 
dalam manusia lalu menjadi manusia. 
Peringkat kehidupan yang tinggi itu 
hidup dengan menggunakan peringkat 
yang rendah. Tidak ada kezaliman dalam 
proses ini. Yang Tinggi itu tumbuh dan 
membesar dan yang rendah itu tumbuh 
lagi. Demikianlah bagaimana terjadinya 
evolusi dalam alam ini. 

Pendeknya badan manusia ini terjadi 
dari unsur-unsur binatang, dan binatang 
dari tumbuh-tumbuhan, dan tumbuh-
tumbuhan dari jirim. Begitulah sebaliknya 
dari jirim jadi tumbuh-tumbuhan, dari 
tumbuh-tumbuhan kepada binatang, dari 
binatang kepada manusia. Yang rendah 
sentiasa menuju ke peringkat yang tinggi . 

Misalnya manusia makan daging 
kambing. Kambing itu makan rumput dan 
rumput memakan benda-benda yang ada 
dalam tanah seperti baja dan sebagainya. 
Jadi, baja itu menyerap ke dalam rumput, 
rumput menyerap ke dalam kambing, dan 
kambing menyerap ke dalam manusia. 
Badan kita ini terjadi dari unsur-unsur 
yang tersebut itu. 

Kemudian, dari manusia naik pula ke 
peringkat malaikat , dan seterusnya 
ketuhanan. Demikian pendapat Rumi. 
Di samping yang nampak ada yang ghaib. 
Malaikat itu memang ada tetapi tidak 
dapat dilihat , dan Allah itu lebih tinggi 
dari itu lagi. Manusia hendaklah 
menyerap dalam bidang ketuhanan yang 
maha tinggi itu. 

Tenaga yang mendorong proses ini 
ialah CINT A. Semua proses penyerapan 
(assimilation), pertumbuhan dan ber-
keturunan adalah manifestasi Cinta itu. 
Tanpa cinta tidak akan ada pergerakan 
dalam alam ini. Sumber cinta ini ialah 
Allah Yang Maha Pengasih. Yang Maha 
Pengasih ini adalah tenaga pendorong 
dalam proses evolusi tersebut. 

Menurut pandangan Rumi, cinta itu 
ialah pati atau zat bagi hidup. Cinta 
adalah sumber dan matalamat hidup.D 

[Daripada, Abdul Majid Haji Khatib 
Risalah Metafizik Jalaludin Rumi 
(Pustaka Aman Press, Kota Baru, 1975)) 
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--------Viewpoint--------
Through this column Aliran hopes to present different opmwns on various social issues from 

concerned members of the public. Contributions will be welcomed. The views expressed in Viewpoint need 
not necessarily coincide with those of Aliran. 

Criticism & 
The Social Contract 

RECENTLY, a number of public issues 
in Malaysia have been handled as though 
criticism is seen, by a powerful few, as an 
official privilege. By them, it has been 
handled as a piece of patronage, as a 
largesse to be distributed only on orders 
from on high and to be withdrawn as 
soon as the once-grateful (but woefully 
ignorant) recipients• show signs of abusing 
it. This vie,w of criticism is not only anti-
democratic. It is also subversive, for it 
.undermines one of the tacit 'contracts' 
of society. I shall try to argue how. 

My argument is twofold:- Firstly, in 
all societies there is some sort of 
reciprocal relationship between the State 
and the Individual such that the State 
may demand certain duties from, and 
impose certain restrictions upon, the 
Individual only in so far as it admits 
that he/she may make some demands 
upon the State. Moreover, most societies 
(and certainly, all democratic ones) allow 
that some of the Individual's demands 
may originate within him/herself; they 
do not always have to carry the State's 
imprimatur. 

Secondly, in the world today there 
are several immensely powerful forces 
threatening one of the fundamental 
sinews of Democracy; and these forces 
operate even within the most supposedly 
democratic communities. I shall argue 
that the citizen must assert his functions 
and his rights as an individual in the face 
of these forces, or else perish. 

Before developing these two parts of 
my argument, a declaration should be 
made:- I do not take my cue from any 
particular political school. I do not hold 
to Mly great programme for the 'lTitimate 
Society' . And I do not seek to subvert 

our society in Malaysia. I am neither a 
dogmatist, nor an idealist, nor a revolu-
tionary. I am concerned simply with the 
practicalities of living in a fallible and 
turbulent world, in which I have a vision 
of Malaysia playing a useful role. But, 
more than that, Malaysia must play a 
responsible role. And I believe that this 
can come about only after we have got 
right the relationship between the State 
and the Individual. 

Now for the first part of my argu-
ment:- An overwhelming majority of 
citizens in all countries would agree that 
in time of grave crisis their government 
may call upon them to defend the 
community , even to the extent of laying 
down tiwir lives one-by-one. A slightly 
smaller but still overwhelming majority 
would say that citizens are morally bound 
to heed this call, under the gravest of 
circumstances. In short, the Individual 
has a duty to die for his country and, at 
times, to die unquestioningly. 

A number of questions deserve now to 
be asked:- If the Individual must, at 
times, die unquestioningly for his 
country, is it also the case that he must 
live unquestioningly for it? To this 
question, most responsible people would 
give a resounding 'No'. I can think of two 
excellent reasons for saying 'No'. 

Firstly, in any State which claims to 
value responsibility, integrity and free-
dom as individualistic qualities, there 
must be considerable latitude or give-
and-take between it and its individual 
citizens, for only within such an 
atmosphere can these qualities have 
proper exercise. In some matters, of 
course, the State may have the upper 
hand and may say what shall be done 
(matters of public ~ealth come especially 
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to mind). But in return, the individual 
citizen must be allowed his/her say. And 
'say' is not sufficient; for if enough 
Individuals are in agreement with one 
another, or if just one Individual takes a 
stand on a matter of conscience, the 
Individual must be allowed a course of 
action. 

This modest principle - of reciprocity 
of functions and of rights - is one which 
all individuals-as-individuals have sensed 
to be right , all major religions have 
proclaimed, and . almost all States have 
assented to (at least, rhetorically). 

But there is a difficulty: What should 
be the balance in this reciprocal relation-
ship? To be blunt: Who should get the 
most out of it? An answer is not easy; but 
we may, perhaps, say that the balance 
may legitimately vary according to the 
needs of the country and the nation. 
What may not vary, however, is the 
accessibility of every party to the 
principal mechanism for maintaining such 
a balance. That mechanism is Open 
Debate and Criticism. Only through this 
mechanism does the Individual have a real 
say in how he/she might live. And the 
State must at all times accord him/her 
this say. For, as we have just seen, the 
State takes upon itself the right, on 
occasion, to say when the Individual must 
be prepared to die. 

This duty to die can be seen from 
another perspective:- Even in the gravest 
of national emergencies, it would be 
immoral to demand that Individuals 
should give up their lives in defence of 
a State whose incompetence or corrup-
tion or sheer evil had brought about the 
crisis. Putting this more strongly, the 
Individual may never be expected to lay 
down his life for a cause he genuinely 



does not believe in or for a State he 
despises. If we accept this , then we need 
some prior mechanism whereby indivi-
dual citizens can work, with some chance 
of success , to regulate the character and 
the actions of the State so that in time of 
crisis they will feel the crisis theirs and 
not the bunglings of a mere Government. 
Again , Open Debate and Criticism have a 
crucial part to play. And any State which 
does not allow these to function runs the 
risk of creating crises of its own which its 
own citizens will not feel obliged to over-
come. As we can see in history, that is a 
catalyst for Revolution. 

Let's look briefly at the second prong 
of my argument:- As one surveys the 
socio-political systems in the world 
today, one gloomy admission must be 
made by all who , like myself, are commit-
ted to the ideals (admittedly unrealizable) 
of Liberal Democracy (admittedly a 
hackneyed phrase) and to its principal 
foundation-stone - the intrinsic value of 
the Individual. This gloomy conclusion is 
that even in supposedly democratic 
countries the Individual is being forced 
to surrender more and more of his 
functions and rights to the State . So, of 
the three traditional freedoms , only that 
of Thought survives; that of Action is 
already moribund in many places , and its 
decay has been engineered through 
various, often democratically inspired, 
means such as Socialism, State-Capitalism 
and State-Welfare. Even in societies which 
believe themselves the most rationally 
democratic, like Sweden, this corrosion 
of the functions and rights of the 
Individual proceeds apace. 

We must ask ourselves whether we in 
Malaysia want to follow the same path. If 
our answer is 'Yes', then all we need do is 
to remain uncritical and silent for the 
path is downhill all the way. But if our 
answer is 'No', then we must exert 
ourselves. We must speak out and, if 
necessary , act. And if the criticisms we 
make are branded as being against the 
National Interest , we must be prepared to 
say 'Perhaps they are, because we are 
taking a stand for the survival of the 
Individual . Individuals we are, each and 
every one of us. It is solely from and 
in us, as Individuals, that Government 
derives its authority , State finds its 
purpose , Nation obtains its being.' 

If Man is to survive, not merely as a 
species in a catalogue but as individual 
men and women, all valuable and all 
different , we must take a stand now. We , 
as Individuals (as well as collectively) 
must be critical. For Man is already in a 
critical condition. Some say He is already 
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WAS TZlLD TO AVOID 

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 

I GOT MARR.IEP AND 
ltAD A FAMILY - •· I 

HAVE MANY FAf'.ill-Y 
COMMITMENTS NOW 
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Science 

Need For ,A Scientific Base 
In The Third World 

In an interview with a Third World 
magazine in October 1981, the well-known 
Nobel laureate physicist, Abdus Salam, 
suggested that what Third World countries 
need is a strong scientific base. Science 
must precede the transfer of technology. 

By science, one means the process of 
knowing. Science seeks to interpret and 
analyse the natural and social world. 
Technology, on the other hand, is the 
process of "knowing-how". It is in a 
sense the application of science. 

To illustrate this difference, the laws 
of genetic$ is a science while cross-breed-
ing in animals and plants is technology. 

Dr. Salam feels that most Third World 
governments are not investing enough in 
scientific research though they do allocate 
money for the adaptation of foreign 
technology. Fundamental research in the 
basic sciences or what has been sometimes 
described as "pure science research" 
would mean the establishment of 
institutes in biology, chemistry, geophy-
sics, mathematics and so on. 

It has often been argued by scientists, 
planners and politicians, both in the 
developed and developing world, that 
basic science is a luxury that the latter 
cannot afford. It is too expensive; what 
Third World countries should do is to 
import technology from abroad. 

It was their mastery over science, 
from the 16th century onwards, 
which was largely responsible for 
the remarkable material progress 
of the West. 

Salam refutes this view. Compared 
to the millions invested in other areas 
related to development, it would cost 
only one or two million dollars to set 
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up say a centre in basic biological sciences. 
He had once lamented the utter unwilling-
ness of wealthy oil-producing Arab 
states to channel a small portion of their 
revenue to basic science research. It 
might be added that in the last few 
years these states must have spent billions 
of dollars on lavish airports which are 
often under-utilised and luxurious palaces 
which are sometimes quite superfluous. 

Why are the basic sciences so important 
to the Third World? It is out of basic 
scientific knowledge that technological 
discoveries are made possible. Many of 
the technological achievements of the 
20th century were propelled by the vast 
scientific knowledge accumulated in the 
19th century. For instance, Marconi's 
work with radio waves, was facilitated by 
earlier research on magnetism. Similarly, 
without an understanding of the power 
of electrons, all the astounding inventions 
in electronics which have given birth to 
what some have described as the "second 
itftlustrial revolution", could not have 
materialized. No one is asking the Third 
World to begin anew all this basic 

A 
Dr. Abdus Salam 
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research. What we should seek initially, 
however, is the transfer of scientific 
knowledge. This knowledge should be 
developed further. New areas . of know-
ledge should be uncovered. In other 

There is an urgent need to undertake 
basic science research, so that we 
will be able to re-structure and 
re-design technologies in a manner 

· that does justice to our own 
development. 

words, there is no reason why we should 
not become creative pioneers in certain 
fields of scientific endeavour. 

Only if this is done would we be able 
to apply science to our situation to meet 
our own developmental needs. If for 
instance microbiology is given emphasis, 
it is quite possible that our knowledge 
of microbes would enable us to further 
advance biological or organic farming. 
This would be a great boon to Third 
World countries which are presently so 
dependent upon chemical fertilisers from 
the industrialized economies for their 
agricultural modernization. Besides, orga-
nic farming is not only ecologically 
sounder but also economically more 
beneficial especially for the average 
Third World farmer. 

Llkewise, the growth of etymology 
as a science will equip us with a more 
sophisticated understanding of both the 
negative and positive effects of insecti-
cides. The indiscriminate use of insecti-
cides without any prior knowledge of 
insect physiology can lead to serious 
crop failure. This was one of the under-
lying causes of the outbreak of a padi-

Continued on Page 22 



Movies 

THE DAY AFfER 
Significant In Spite Of Itself 

For most of the week preceding 
the Nov. 20 telecast of "The Day 

After," I was sitting in the waiting room 
of an intensive care unit where a close 
relative had undergone emergency 
surgery. This was, it turned out, the 
perfect context in which to evaluate the 
extraordinary impact of the show. 

In this particular hospital, this parti-
cular week, even the most intense perso-
nal crises could not drown out the 
constant talk about "The Day After". 
From waiting room to cafeteria, visitors 
and workers alike were abuzz with it. 
"Are you going to watch?" "Are you 
letting your kids watch?" "I'm so mad 
I have night shift and can't watch." 

Here was the most politically signi-
ficant aspect of the show - its ability 
to break through the near-obsessive 
concern with personal tragedy that U.S. 
society encourages, almost enforces, as a 
way of furthering the collective political 
unconsciousness. 

And home TV is the most privatized 
of cultural forms. It resides, literally and 
figuratively, in the middle of our personal 
lives, in our "living rooms". It is watched 
alone or, at best, with one's immediate 
family. And its dramatic content was 
developed to fill, even mirror, this domes-
tic space. From the earliest sitcoms and 
melodramas, television has · focused pri-
marily on personal family life, its humor 
and its tragedy. The tube has thus helped 
elevate this private domain to a position 
of profound importance in the public 
mind. 

"The Day After", as both drama and 
broad public event, must be considered 
within this cultural/political context. 
Although a rigidly conventional made-
for-1V-movie, the production was saved 
from its own internal contradictions, in 

Elayne Rapping 

Devastation of Lawrence, Kansas; 

part, by the political arena that formed 
around it. 

Looked at from that angle, the film 
itself takes on different meanings. Ad-
mittedly, as a coherent work of drama tic 
art, it bombed. It was, as most critics 
agreed, little niore than "a dumb TV 
movie". But contrary to what many of 
those same reviewers said, it was the 
second, "post-nuclear attack" part of the 
film that failed most miserably. There 
was simply no way to depict - emo-
tionally or physically - the true dimen-
sions of global destruction and human 
suffering which we now know will 
follow a nuclear conflict. Even in the 
age of special effects, nuclear horror 
cannot be approximated on a TV screen. 
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The first "domestic" part of the 
film, on the other hand, turned out to 
be more interesting and innovative in its 
attempts to contour its topic to conven-
tional TV dimensions. Whether inten-
tionally or . not, this effort to make a 
standard television show about "The End 
of the World" became an ironic comment 
on the absurdities of traditional network 
fare. 

Most intriguingly, the focus on indivi-
dual families and the classic setup of 
familiarity and audience empathy with 
the characters, made for the greatest 
sense of irony. So standardized were the 
presentations that it was as though the 
entire realm of TV families - from the 
Nelsons to the Cleavers to the Waltons -
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were brought together for one final epic 
and then wiped out, never to be seen in 
any rerun. 

Given the "plot device" of atomic 
holocaust, the usual formulas of Dad's 
heroism and a collective happy ending 
could not be maintained. Even the 
Father-Knows-Best surgeon, played by 
Jason Robards, could not save the world. 
Rather he was seen to lose hope and 
ultimately life itself. 

Setting up typical family conflicts and 
then interrupting them with increasingly 
urgent newscasts from the broader poli-
tical world, similarly worked to render the 
film implicitly self-mocking. It is simply 
unheard of for news reports, no matter 
how shocking, to intrude upon the 
predictable course of domestic TV drama. 
This time they did though. Wedding 
plans, sexual transgressions, child-leaving-
home - all were drowned out by the 
ever-harder-to-ignore intimations of 
approaching world war. 

And then there were the marvelous 
commercial messages. "Are you worried 
that your child may not go to college 
next year?" asked the salesman, blithely 
oblivious to the juxtaposition of looming 
atomic disaster and the pitch for home 
computers. 

The Kansas setting and the Virgil 
Thompson score were also effective 
beyond ABC's intent. Seeing the sunny 
cornfields dissolve to dust was like 
watching a black comedy version of "The 
Wizard of Oz", only this time Oz was the 
ozone and Dorothy and Toto would 
never see Kansas again. 

Even the Reaganesque pronounce-
ments by the "President" that "We have 
survived. There has been no retreat from 

the principles of liberty and democracy. 
We are undaunted," seemed a weirdly 
ironic comment on our government 
policies. 

In the end, however, and stripped of 
its self-parodies, the film could make no 
clear political statement. Because it 
portrayed the aftermatch of nuclear war 
as a rather unpleasant state of affairs, 
"The Day After" came across as antinuke. 
(Just how a film could be "pro-nuclear 
war" is hard to imagine.) Beyond that, 
though, no stands were taken. It seemed 
at one point as though NATO forces had 
fired the first atomic shot, but later on a 
character complains that he doesn't even 
know who launched first. If anything, the 
film's political position is that of "two 
nuclear maniacs" - both crazed, both 
equally culpable. 

Nonetheless, in spite of its artistic 
failures, the evening was not a victory 
for the right. To understand why, it is 
necessary to return to the broader public 
arena in which the movie was situated. 

TV, through its established formulas, 
implicitly puts forth a conservative world 
view. See yourself as an individual, a 
family member, not a member of any 
broader whole, it says. Focus on illness, 
sexual relationships, natural disasters, not 
political issues, it says. 

Insofar as the political aura surroun-
ding "The Day After" managed to break 
down those rules, the film had a major 
significance. The disarmament movement, 
in particular, managed to make the show 
transcend itself, in spite of itself. For that 
reason, it really was a memorable 
moment in TV history. D 

[The Guardian] 

A Made-For-Tevision Film That Sti"ed Debate Around The World. 
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Need For A Scientific Base 
Continued from Page 20 

stalk disease which continues to affect 
the crop in many parts of Northern 
Malaysia. 

If we turn from agriculture to energy, 
we will realize that there is a great deal 
of basic research to be done. The develop-
ment of the theoretical aspects of aerody-
namics could assist us to harness wind 
energy. Low-cost windmills could be 
established. In the same way, research 
in solar energy which has only just begun 
to receive attention in certain Third 
World countries, could result in the 
growth of decentralized, small-scale, 
need-based units for generating power. 

It is apparent then that by focussing 
upon fundamental research in the 
sciences, we will be facilitating the de-
velopment of alternative technologies 
which are more relevant to our own 
physical and social environment. Indeed, 
even if we want to adapt technology 
from outside, it is important to have a 
strong foundation in the basic sciences. 
For successful adaptation, must of neces-
sity, require a firm grasp of the funda-
mental principles involved in a particular 
process. Only then will it be possible to 
set up brickworks, cement plants, 
recycling units and various other types 
of factories which are cognisant of and 
directed towards, local conditions and 
requirements. Our technologies should 
be capital and energy saving, using local 
skills and local renewable materials, based 
upon local sources of energy, enhancing 
local participation and geared towards 
mass basic consumption. Much of the 
production techniques which have deve-
loped in the West and Japan, do not fulfil 
these criteria - for the simple reason that 
they are postulated on the easy availability 
of raw materials, energy and easy access 
to foreign markets. These assumptions 
are no longer valid. This is why there is 
an urgent need to undertake basic science 
research so that we will be able to re-
structure and re-design technologies in a 
manner that does justice to our own 
development. 

What all this underscores is the crucial 
importance of scientific power in develop-
ment. It was the West's mastery over 
science from the 16th century onwards 
which was largely responsible for its 
remarkable material progress. For the 
Third World too, it is only through 
control of scientific knowledge, that 
we will be able to overcome our present 
state of underdevelopment, achieve 
greater economic independence and pave 
the way for the genuine liberation of our 
people in other spheres of life. D 



Review Of Books------
, 

Downgrading Human Dignity 
NO HARVEST BUT A THORN 
by Shahnon Ahmad, 
Oxford University Press, 1982 

Introduction and translation 
by Adibah Amin 

Concerning realism, Herbert Read 
once wrote that the realistic writer is 
one who emphasizes a certain aspect of 
life that is 'least flattering to human 
dignity'. In other words realism is not 
necessarily real. 

We are told in the Introduction to 
Shahnon Ahmad's No Harvest But A 
Thorn' (translation from 'Ranjau Sa-
Panjang Ja/an') that the author writes 
with a native's authority about village 
life, with a wealth of detail at his com-
mand and further that he brings a new 
dimension and a new insight into the 
portrayal. The realism in the work is 
undeniable but the value of the new 
dimension and insight is questionable. 
So too the translator's claim that through 
faith in God the spirit of the protagonist 
is never quenched and that the tragic 
intensity of the work is worthy of inter-
national recognition. 

The tone of the novel as a whole is 
something far from tragic; there is no 
catharsis or purge of the emotions, but 
rather a gritting of the teeth at the ter-
mination of Man caught like a rat in a 
trap. The attraction and the success of 
the work are actually due to its 'por-
nographic' nature, in the wider sense of 
the word. 

One does not have to pay too much 
attention to the obvious technical de-
fects : a barefoot peasant who cannot 
cope with a thorn; padi-planters who 
have no time for natural beauty or even 
the contrived succession of natural disas-
ters. These defects, while they do mar 
the work, can easily be made good as an 
artistic exercise. But the disturbing the-
matic strain in the work is the deliberate 
downgrading of human dignity. 

Primarily one is prompted to question 
the disrespectful attitude towards huma-

nity - the prevalence of what D.H. 
Lawrence called 'doing dirt on life.' As 
for the expected retort that the people 
being portrayed are after all peasants, 
we have merely to think of Toln oy's 
or even Sholokhov's peasants to feel 
the force of the slander. It is only a 
perverse external act that can arrange 
for the brutalizing series of calamities 
that leaves seven young children alone 
and unassisted in the midst of rural 
splendour, sorry specimens of real life. 
One is reminded of lblis and his group 
refusing, at the command of God, to 
kneel before Adam, the mere Man. 

Despite the token references to divine 
grace, the underlying tone of the work 
is irreligious and anti-spiritual. Detailed, 
lingering treatment is given to the degra-
dation of Man by avoidable disease. One 
cannot find anything comparably hideous 
in Baudelaire to the long-drawn out 
descriptions of pus and stench oozing 
out of every orifice of l.ahuma's body. 
How necessary in juxtaposition to recall 
that religion was given to Man untuk 
menyenangkan keadaan untukmu. 

The human response to such suffering 
are desultory, laughable and finally, 
leering. For after l.ahuma's death people 
began to say that his macabre end was 
only for the very sinful and that God had 
tortured such people with filthy diseases. 
The succeeding passage is significant as an 
example of the religious tokenism. 

'Jeha could not accept the neighbours' 
whispers. But Lahuma was dead. And 
that death was merely the will of Allah 
the Almighty. Not because Lahuma had 
sinned. Jeha was certain that her husband 
could not have sinned so much as to 
merit such torture. Dying amidst pus 
and foul-smelling discharge, like a boar 
killed by a tiger - a portion of the 
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carcass left uneaten, rotting and crawling 
with maggots. 

Jeha could not make up her mind to 
accept it. But when she concentrated on 
Allah, the Almighty, she accepted every-
thing without question. 

Read against the backdrop of the 
story the tone of the last sentence 
appears as pure tongue in cheek. 

And finally what is the significance, 
if any, of it all? For Sanah, the night 
filled with Jeha's screams held great sig-
nificance; it made her go over mentally 
the mindless succession of natural ravages 
and human suffering that had unfolded 
and to that she added. Jeha who had 
gone mad. We who are God's creations 
shudder in helplessness, shiver in dread. 
What could have moved the man, as one 
of God's creations, to have so irrevocably 
consigned humanity to the rubbish-
heap? Could it possibly, we ask, be a 
form of self-hatred ~ a · case of kacang 
menghinakan kulit? 

This book is a set text for students 
of literature in our secondary schools. 
One can imagine the crippling effects on 
their emotional and spiritual develop-
ment of such a morbid view of life. It 
may well be that the international recog-
nition sought for and accorded to the 
work is deserved for certain peculiar 
reasons of contemporary taste. But in 
the name of God the Beneficient, the 
Compassionate, the book must be 
removed from the set list, for its chief 
distinction lies in its lack of compassion. 

Ghaniman 
A film version of this novel has been recently 

produced in which the story was changed to 
end on a note of optimism rather than despair. 
The book however remains unchanged in the 
list of set texts for schools. - Ed. 
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A Tour De Force 
Of Epic Proporti_on 

SAIGON 
by Anthony Grey, 
Pan Books, 1983 

By any standard, Saigon is a tour de 
force of epic proportions. Written in the 
genre of an historical novel, Anthony 
Grey's masterpiece straddles two gene-
rations of Vietnam's tortured and 
tortuous history from 1925-1975. Grey 
demonstrates uncanny · ability to blend 
history and fiction in an odyssey spliced 
with deeds of nauseating violence perpe-
trated by man on his own kind. Our utter 
sense of disgust for such actions is only 
ameliorated by the book's hint in the end 
that near impossible odds - both physical 
and political - can be overcome by sheer 
strength o.f character, moral courage and 
conviction in a just social cause. 

As an historical-political novel, Saigon 
is an unequivocal indictment of the 
immoral colonial and neo-colonial ex-
cesses and the ideological myopia of 
France and the United States, or, at any 
rate, of those who held the reins of 
power of the two countries in the fifty 
years spanned by the novel. For Vietnam 
too, there is a subtle critique of those 
who would seek to settle personal scores 
under the cloak of a national cause, and, 
conversely, of those who would allow 
ideological fervour to cloud and super-
cede basic human instincts. 

Perhaps, the political lessons implied 
in Saigon continue to be relevant today 
in view of the West's, especially the 
United States policy of 'bleeding' 
Vietnam. Such obstinacy persists despite 
two missed historic ·opportunities on the 
part of the United States to bring about 
the emergence of what may have been 
an 'Asian Yugloslavia' in 1945 after the 
Second World War and in 1954 after 
the Vietminh (League for the Indepen-
dence of Vietnam) defeat of the French 
at Dien Bien Phu. 

I 

For those not too familiar with the 
enigmatic Ho Chi Minh alias Nguyen 
Ai Quoc ('Nguyen the patriot'), the novel 
offers a rare opportunity to glimpse at a 
suverlative character, often misrepre- . , 
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sented by jaundiced writers. Grey 
portrays a man who is at once wise, 
humane, humble to a fault, farsighted 
but yet steeped iri the cunning, guile 
and political astuteness necessary for 
a revolutionary-guerrilla-politician of 
Marxist persuasion. To Grey's chief 
protagonist , American Joseph Sherman,, 
Ho is a totally likeable fellow whom · 
he could not help but revere despite 
having been apparently 'tricked' by the 
latter in securing American support for 
Vietminh during World War II . 

The episode above, if apocryphal, 
bears relating since it seems to capture 
not only the essential Ho Chi Minh ('he 
who is enlightened') but also explains a 
central theme in the political novel, 
namely, the seed of America's missed 
opportunity in Vietnam. (Note that 
in the account below, only Joseph 
Sherman is a fictional character, while 
Ho Chi Minh 's relations and connection 
with the Americans during World War II 
is entirel.' factual.) 

Serving as a captain of General Claire 
Lee Chennault's famous Flying Tigers 
during the dying years of the Second 
World War, Joseph finds himself crashing 
in his Curtiss P-40 Warhawk into the 
depths of the Annamese jungle. Miracu-
lously cheating death, he is rescued and 
nursed to some degree of health by a 
band of Vietminh guerrillas led by none 
other than the indomitable Ho Chi Minh 
himself. This unlikely sickly leader of an 
aging man is at pains to win support for 
his nationalist struggle against the French 
and assiduously cultivates Joseph, who, 
on his part extracts some kind of admis-
sion from Ho that the Vietminh was not 
a communist set-up. Joseph, already 
'emotionally' involved in Vietnam as the 
novel earlier unfolded, becomes ena-
moured of the gentle poet-nationalist, 
who among his many political afflictions 
had just survived incarceration in 30 
different prisons of the Generalissimo 
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Chiang Kai~shek from whom he foolishly 
sought support to battle the Japanese. 

A 'Mr. C.M. Hoo' later appears at the 
Tigers' camp at Kunming to seek Joseph's 
assistance to meet General Chennault. As 
an officer now of the general's intelli-
gence unit, the Office of Strategic Ser-
vices (better known as O.S.S.), Joseph 
is able to arrange Ho's audience with 
the famous general to whom the 
Vietminh leader promptly offers intelli-
gence services to track Japanese military 
movements but however returns with 
nothing more than the general's auto-
graphed picture and half a dozen .45 
Colts and a case of ammunition. The war 
progresses with French capitulation thus 
allowing for the O.S.S. to suddenly 
require Vietminh intelligence services. Ho 
willingly obliges to become the O.S.S. 
agent 'Lucius' , thereby opening the way 
for the only ever U.S.-Vietminh 
cooperation. 

Unexpectedly, with a quick Japanese 
surrender in August 1945, Ho and his 
Vietminh guerrillas were suddenly thrust 
with the mantle of victory and had to 
mobilise a march into Hanoi to accept 
the surrender and thereafter declare the 
independence of Vietnam, with American 
O.S.S. men at the side of Ho Chi Minh, 
the first president of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam. The Americans 
had apparently unwittingly aided the 
birth of an independent 'communist' 
nation. Joseph confronts Ho and accuses 
him of betraying his and America's trust 
to which the Vietnamese leader 
responded : 

"I had no way of knowing Japan 
would su"ender so quickly, captain. 
Like you, I knew nothing of the atom 
bomb. We were prepared to fight with 
you for one year, two years - as long as 
was necessary . . . . I once told you, 
didn't I, Captain Sherman, that my 
party is my country? Well, that was no 
deception." 



The Vietminh leader also intimated to 
Joseph that he had used General Chen-
nault's signed picture and the side arms 
to convince would-be rivals in the 
Vietminh movement that he had U.S. 
backing, thereby assuring himself 
unchallenged leadership of the move-
ment. 

The United States more than made 
up for Ho's little "subterfuge" as he 
called it, in the years that followed. 
American obsession with anti-commu-
nism became more patently evident by 
the mid-fifties and drew the U.S. into 
what became a direct obstruction in 
denying for two decades the emergence 
of a united Vietnamese nation, which the 
Vietminh had all but won at the historic 
Dien Bien Phu, brilliantly re-enacted by 
Grey in Part Five of the novel. American 
politicians had always frowned upon the 
0.S.S. association with the Vietminh but 
it took Harry Truman's Secretary of 
State, John Foster Dulles' simplistic 
view of the Cold War to plunge America 
shamelessly into the abysmal 'Vietnam 
War' , painfully depicted in Parts Six, 
Seven and Eight. 

The human tragedy which Grey por-
trays is vivid , senseless and real, even if 
accomplished by a storyline that is a 
trifled contrived in whi·ch the lives of the 
protagonists time and again become 
intertwined by some sleight of fate. The 
love story aside , the plot essentially 
revolves around individuals from three 
generations of an American upper class 
family, a French soldiering class family , a 
Vietnamese mandarin class family and a 
Vietnamese working class family . 

Grey, understandably highlights the 
fortunes of the American family from 
which Joseph hails, which does give the 
reader the impression that Saigon is still 
ultimately a Western view of the Vietnam 
imbroglio . Admittedly, Joseph, who 
loses two brothers, a lover, illegitimate 
daughter and son by the time the story 
ends, cuts a strikingly poignant figure . 
No doubt the author's alter ego, he is 
seen to carry the burden of the American 
conscience throughout the novel. It is 
also Grey's suggestion that the reason-
able , moderate and educated views of 
Joseph Sherman were precisely those 
which were lacking and which may have 
saved America from the Vietnam disaster. 

However, the fate that befalls the 
Vietnamese working class family is to 
my mind the most instructive and cer-
tainly the most violent. The author must 
have intended Ngo Van Loe, wife and 
two sons to mirror the millions of Viet-
namese masses who suffered so cruelly 
at the hands of the French and their ~ ost-
colonial successors. 

Chauffeur and odd-job 'boy' to the 
subsequent French Surete Generale 
(Special Branch) chief, Jacques Devraux, 
Ngo Van Loe secretly worked for the 
Quoc Dan Dang (Vietnamese Nationalist 
Party) and before long loses his wife 
at the hands of the French intelligence. 
Meanwhile his two sons, Dong and Hoe 
are conned into becoming coolies to slave 
under barbaric conditions in a French 
rubber plantation. Escaping after a coolie 
revolt , the duo join up with their father 
in the Quoc Dan Dan 's abortive uprising 
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at Yen Bay. Hoe, at a mere 17 years, 
is captured and mercilessly guillotined, 
while father and only son, seething with 
ever growing hatred for anything French, 
attempt to assasinate Devraux but are 
foiled. Years later, Dong distinguished . 
himself at Dien Bien Phu and avenged 
his family's woes by killing Paul Devraux 
(son of the intelligence chief) who was 
in fact responsible for l..oc's death. But 
tragedy continued to stalk the Ngo line 
when both Dong and his teenaged son 
perished from the bullets of American 
guns after a Vietcong ambush which 
Dong coordinated. 

On the political plane, the fate of the 
Ngo family traces and chronicles, as it 
were, the protracted Vietnamese struggle 
against a Western imperialism initially 
through the failed strategy of the Quoc 
Dan Dang, followed by the glorious but 
short-lived success of the Vietminh at 
Bien Bien Phu, to the eventually victo-
rious efforts of the National Liberation 
Front of South Vietnam - but not with-
out the tremendous loss of untold 
millions of lives and the resultant immea-
surable human suffering. 

Written sympathetically but certainly 
never apologetically, Saigon is compelling 
and compulsory reading for those of us 
in Southeast Asia and elsewhere who have 
sat by in relative tranquillity and comfort 
while millions of Vietnamese have 
perished in their quest for freedom. D 

--
Johan Saravanamuttu 

The significance about this division between rich and,poor is not simply that one man has more food 
than he can eat, more clothes than he can wear and more houses than he can live in, while others 
are hungry, unclad or homeless. The significant thing about "the division between rich and poor 
nati9'ns is nof51simply that one has the,resources to provide comfort for if? its citizens and the other 
cannot provide basic services. · · 

"The reali[Y and .,(he depth of theproblen:z arises because the man.,w~o is rfch has power o.~er 
the 'itves of those wH~ are poor. And+the rich1 nation hds power over the policiJ°s of those who are, 
not rich. And even more important is that a social and economic system, . nationplly qnd interna-
tiortljllY, supppNs thqff divisio~.f and c~nstantl?'J /ncreasef them s~ that the rich get ever ric~and more 
powerJitl,while;the p~or get reltf.tively1~i;er pooli~r and less able to:control,their own future;{;• 

'k·.,,;, .,.;s' i:½:··- ·-·-~;;--- .,, 

Julius K. Nyerere, President of Tabzania, in :Maryknoll magazine. 
, *"' 
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-------Current Comments 
Aliran's Statements To The Press Made During The Preceding Month. 

· Dissatisfaction In 
The Public Services 

Aliran notes that over the last few 
weeks telephonists, clerks, teachers and 
other occupational groups in the public 
services have expressed unhappiness over 
their salaries and working conditions. 

Aliran urges the government to 
pay serious attention to their grievances. 
In this connection Aliran is pleased to 
observe that the government is thinking 
of announcing a new salary scale for its 
125,000 teachers. 
· Aliran hopes that in formulating 

new salary scales and terms of services 
the government will ensure that non-
graduate employees in the public services 
are not forced to stagnate for years 
on end without the slightest chance of 
upward mobility. This has been happen-
ing to clerks, telephonists, nurses, and 
college-trained teachers without degrees. 

Since they constitute such a crucial 
segment of the public services, it is 
important that they derive as much 
satisfaction as possible from their work. 
At the moment, they are a frustrated 
lot, since some of them reach their 
maximum salaries at least 15 years 
before retirement! After that point , they 
are simply marking time. 

In order to provide greater mobility 
to the middle levels of the public services, 
the government should emphasise expe-
rience and knowledge of a job as much 
as academic qualifications. At the same 
time, it must introduce many more 
schemes for in-service training. 

13th February 
Hum Kim Choy 

ExcoMember 

The Police Raid 
On The SOP Office 

The alleged raid by the police on the 
head office of the SDP on Wednesday 
raises some basic questions about the 
practice of democracy in Malaysia. If 
certain publications are prohibited under 
the Publications Act the government 
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owes a duty to the people to provide a 
full explanation on why they are being 
prohibited. If the public is required to 
provide reasons for its alleged wrong-
doings to the Executive, it is only ' right 
that the Executive also gives reasons for 
actions it takes against groups and 
individuals. For instance, when a society 
is asked to show cause why it should not 
be deregistered, it is required by law to 
give reasons; and yet y hen the govern-
ment deregisters a society it does not 
have to provide reasons. Similarly when a 
group applies for a permit to publish it 
has to give reasons and yet when a permit 
is denied the government is under no 
obligation to provide reasons. It is a pity 
that the Executive in Malaysia often acts 
against individuals and groups without 
providing any justifications for their 
actions. 

Apart from the government's respon-
sibility to provide reasons, Aliran also 
feels that publishers and authors of 
proscribed publications should have the 
right to question the decision of the 
Executive . in a court of law. It is a 
cardinal principle of democratic rule that 
Executive action should be critically 
reviewed by the Judiciary. This in fact is 
one of the primary functions of the 
Jadiciary. Otherwise, Executive action 
could lead to abuse of power and arbitary 
rule. 

Just as Aliran is concerned about 
Executive action in relation to publica-
tions so is it disturbed by the alleged 
questioning of the SDP's postcard 
campaign on the BMF Scandal by the 
police. Surely, a postcard campaign is a 
legitimate avenue of articulation in a 
democracy. It is as legitimate as press 
statements and letters to the press, 
petitions to the government, signature 
campaigns and the like. If peaceful 
democratic methods such as these are 
discouraged and denied, what hope is 
there for the growth of democratic values 
envisaged in the Rukunegara. By 
suppressing peaceful methods of 
expressing ideas, and achieving change, 
the government is in fact indirectly 
encouraging dissidents to use unlawful 
means of protest. What this means is that 
the government is abetting subversion. 
Aliran urges the Malaysian public to be 
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ever vigilant of any attempt to subvert 
democracy by those who pretend to 
defend democracy. 

P. Ramakrishnan, 
18th February, 1984 Exco Member. 

The Philippine's Claim 
To Sabah 

Aliran agrees with the Prime Minister 
that there should be no negotiations 
over the Philippines' claim to Sabah. 

The Marcos regime is merely flogging 
a dead horse in trying to lfnk this 
spurious claim to the demarcation of 
boundaries under the law of the seas 
treaty. 

To start with, it has been shown 
convincingly by various authorities that 
the claim has no legal basis. After all, it 
hinges upon a semantic question of 
whether certain part of the East Coast 
of Sabah were leased or given as an 
outright grant to the Borneo Chartered 
Company by the Sultanate of Sulu in 
colonial times. 

More important, the people of Sabah 
had indicated quite clearly in 1963 
through the findings of the Cobbold 
Commission and the United Nations 
Malaysia Mission that they wanted to be 
part of Malaysia. Their wishes should be 
respected if the Marcos regime really 
believes in the principle of self-
determination. 

In the last 21 years since the forma-
tion of Malaysia, the people of Sabah 
have participated actively in the political 
process. They have become part of a larger 
Federation in every conceivable way. The 
Marcos regime must recognise this indis-
putable fact of contemporary reality. 

Based upon these reasons, Aliran calls 
upon the Marcos regime to drop the 
Philippines' claim to Sabah immediately 
- without any negotiations. It should 
instead work towards strengthening amity 
and understanding among the six ASEAN 
states. 

The Executive Committee 

27th February, 1984 



Make Parliamentary Bills 
Public 

Aliran appeals to the Government to 
publicise as widely as possible, all Bills 
which will be presented in the coming 
session of Parliament later this month. 

From newspaper accounts, it is obvious 
that a couple of important Bills will be 
coming up for debate. The National 
Printing Bill will require foreign publi-
shers, distributing printed or recorded 
materials in the country, to deposit a 
certain amount of money with the 
government. The deposit can be forfeited 
if the publisher violates the law. The 
'recorded materials' part of the Bill is 
intended to cover video tapes and the 
like. There is also the Labuan Federal 
Territory Bill, which will transform 
Sabah's major port into a Federal entity. 

It is in the interest of the government, 
to allow the public to study and analyse 
these and other Bills in depth, before the 
actual Parliamentary debate. In this way, 
the government will be able to gauge 
public responses to its legislative pro-
posals. This ·will enable the government 
to make necessary modifications to a 
particular Bill before it is formally 
presented to Parliament·. By making such 
changes, the Bill will be seen as a true 
reflection of the people's wishes. This 
will in turn enhance the meaning of 
Parliamentary Democracy as practised 
in our country. 

Aliran therefore suggests that all 
ordinary Bills, scheduled to be present-
ed at a particular parliamentary session, 
should be made public 3 weeks before 
the commencement of that session. 
Constitutional Bills, which carry much 
more significance, should be made public 
6 weeks before the session begins. · 

Newspapers, radio and, television 
should undertake to give as much publi-
city as possible to these Bills. Various 
aspects of tlie Bills should be discussed 
by special commentators and analysts. 
Newspapers, radio and television should 
try to organise public opinion polls to 
find out what the man-in-the-street 
thinks of the proposed laws. 

This is one of the most effective ways 
of involving ordinary people in the deci-
sion-making process. It is only when there 
is such involvement that we can speak 
of a truly participatory democracy. 

Mohd. Osman Ibrahim 
Treasurer 

Status of Labuan 
Aliran notes that a bill is before 

Parliament that seeks to change the 
status of Labuan in Sabah into a Federal 
Territory. Whatever the merits or 
demerits of the proposed change , it is still 
a pity that the people of Labuan were not 
consulted. 

It is also unfortuna~e that the govern-
ment did not explain the reasons for the 
proposed change to the people. It is 
therefore anybody's guess why Labuan 
was chosen for the conversion. 

However, what Aliran is perturbed 
about is whether this move will have 
negative consequences for development 
that is determined by local priorities. 
Development that does not take into 
consideration the genuine interest of the 
local community is not the kind of 
development Aliran approves of. It would 
be ~ad if moves of this kind leads 
eventually to greater Federal control over 
the states. -

2nd March, 1984 
Ang Boon Chong, 

Exco Member. 

• I 

A Response 
To Berjaya 

It is a pity that Berjaya Secretary-
General Datu~ Haji Mohamed Noor 
Mansoor has chosen to react in an 
unnecessarily harsh manner to Aliran's 
mild comment on the move to make 
Labuan a federal territory. 

All that Aliran was concerned about 
was the manner in which the Sabah state 
and Federal Governments arrived at their 
decision on Labuan. 

Holding discussions with various 
groups in Labuan is not a good example 
of how the democratic process should 
work. It would have been better if, a 
referendum had been held to ascertain 
the people's views of the proposal. That 
would have been in line with democratic 
principles. . 

Alternatively, the Sabah State Govern-
ment could have organised open public 
hearings accessible to any citizen of 
Labuan. These public hearings would 
have provided a clearer picture of how 
the people felt about the move to 
federalise Labuan. 

7th March, 1984 
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Mustafa K. Anuar, 
Secretary. 

Continued from Back Pag~ 

For the system which gave the elites 
so much power and prestige had to g9 
on ~ in their interest. This is why they 
preferred Chernenko who was all . for 
perpetuating their position as the new 
"Czars" of the Soviet Union. 

In order to appreciate how powerful 
these new czars are, one has to realize 
that the · bureaucratic elites make all 
major decisions in administration, the 
economy, culture and social relations. As 
a result of the influence they wield 
some of them have become extremely 
wealthy. 

An insight into their wealth is pro-
vided by this amusing anecdote of a top 
Soviet bureaucrat taking his aged mother 
around on a tour of his palatial house. 
Very proudly, he showed off all his 
possessions to his mother who he thought 
would be very impress,ed by her son's 
material success. But the mother looked 
a little worried. "Why, aren't you happy 
for us, Mum?" he asked. "Yes, I am, 
son" she replied, "but I was just 
wondering what would happen to all 
your wealth once the communists take 
over." 

U.S. Secretary -of State, George 
Schultz, recently declared that outside 
of Cuba and Nicaragua democracy was 
on the march again in Latin America 
and the Carribbean. 

We are not sure which countries he 
has in mind : Brazil, Peru, Paraguay, 
Uruguay and Chile where the military 
is still in power? Grenada whose new 
leaders are not popularly elected; El 
Salvador which is in the midst of fighting, 
the regime in power being challenged by 
a popularly-supported opposition move-
ment? It is only in Argentina that fair 
elections have been re-introduced 
recently. 

On the march, yes, certainly since 
the military is in power in so many 
of these countries; towards democracy, 
hardly at all. 

Perhaps a more pertinent question that 
should be asked is, "Marching to whose 
tune?" 

ALIRAN MONTHLY MARCH '84 
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The F edera/ Territory 
Tums Ten 

- Cause For Celebration? 

One of the biggest national events in 
February was Federal Territory (FT) day. 
Since the FT is ten this year, the 
authorities chose to celebrate the 
event on an impressive scale. 

Shouldn't we pause to ask whether 
there is anything worth celebrating? What 
is it that we are celebrating when 37 
percent of the city consists of slum 
dwellers, when it has 15,000 drug 
dependents? Are we celebrating the 
pollution of the major rivers in the city 
area? Or, are we celebrating the pollution 
of the city air or its unbearable traffic 
congestion or its unbelievably inadequate 
public transport system? 

Of course, many other cities are in an 
equally bad shape. But that is no consola-
tion considering that the deterioration of 
our Capital City has been so rapid in 
recent years. This is why instead of 
rejoicing on the tenth anniversary of the 
creation of a Federal territory in Kuala 
Lumpur, we should be pondering on how 
we can make our capital city more 
livable. 

What is needed then is not celebration, 
but cerebration. 

Marcos ls Popular! · 

Ferdinand Marcos is going to hold his 
farcical elections to the Philippine 
National Assembly in May. A segment of 
the opposition is taking part in the elec-
tions, while another, perhaps more 
credible segment is boycotting it. It is 
certainly more logical to boycott since 
none of the important demands of the 
opposition have been met by President 
Marcos. 

A thumping victory for Marcos will 
not prove anything. It'll not mean that 
he is genuinely popular or that his rule 
is accepted by the people. 

There is a story that is often told 
by Filipinos which shows how popular 
Marcos is. Once some of his advisers 
informed Marcos that he had become 
very unpopular. The people did not 
like him any more. The President did 

Thinking Allowed 
not believe them. He decided to find 
out for himself whether it was true 
or not. 

So he disguised himself and visited 
one of the small restaurants in downtown 
Manila. While ordering some food, he 
decided to strike up a conversation with 
the waiter. Asked Marcos, "What do you 
think of the President? Is he a good chap 
or a bad guy?" 

The waiter looked around nervously 
"I can't answer that question here. I am 
afraid. It is dangerous. Do you think we 
could step out into the street so that no 
one hears us?" 

Marcos followed him curiously. The 
waiter pulled him to a corner and whis-
pered into his ear, "You know, I didn't 
dare give you an answer inside. There 
were too many people. You see, the 
truth is I like him. He is a good guy." 

Corruption 
In The Prisons? 

Newspaper reports state that in Pudu 
prison, warders sold drugs to prisoners or 
acted as intermediaries after a contact 
had been made 'through "pusher" 
inmates. 

Interviews with those involved in 
prison work showed that these "goings 
and comings" had been occurring for 
some ffme. If this is so how is it that 
the head of Pudu prison seemed ignorant 
of these happenings . 

Incidents of these sorts should not 
be perceived as isolated cases. If allowed 
to spread, one day we would not be able 
to get anything done without "greasing;, 
somebody's palm. 

It is difficult to get rid of corruption 
completely but the integrity of leaders 
play an important part. If the head of 
a department is sincere and honest, 
his/her subordinates will be deterred 
from committing acts of dishonesty. In 
this way, bribery and corruption can 
be checked. 

Let us hope that graft and corruption 
in the largest prison in the country is 
soon cleared up. It must be remembered 
that the ultimate yardstick of a clean 
and trustworthy government is not 
merely in words and slogans but in 
its actions. - -

Toll .... On Lfres -

Recently, Works Minister, Datuk Samy 
Vellu announced that all vehicles entering 
the Federal Capital will have to pay a 
toll from the end of the year. Motorists 
using the Federal Highway to Klang will 
also have to pay a toll just as a toll will 
be collected along the Karak-Bentong 
highway and the Senai-Johor Baru stretch. 

The Minister explained that, "we need 
to impose such . tolls to reduce the 
Government's finanacial burden in con-
structing, repairing and maintaining roads 
and highways." 

While it is true that most motorists 
will be able to afford the tolls, it is still 
important to ask why the government 
is so short of money. Isn't it true that the 
government is in such deep financial 
straits because of its own concept of 
development, the type of economic 
system it operates and the wastage and 
corruption which it generates? Do our 
people realize that these are more impor-
tant reasons for our present economic 
woes than the international economic 
recession? Shouldn't we therefore try to 
solve these problems first rather than 
impose tolls upon motorists? 

In any case, motorists have every right 
to ask why they should pay these tolls 
when the present upkeep of our roads 
is so bad. Bad roads are one of the major 
causes of road accidents which are so 
frequent in our country. 

Our roads exact such a heavy toll on 
human lives. It is this toll - rather that 
the other toll - that should be in the 
forefront of the thinking of our leaders. 

Once The Communists 
Take Over .... 

When Leonid Brezhnev's protege, 
Konstantin Chernenko, became the new 
leader of the Soviet Communist Party, 
succeeding the late Yuri Andropov, 
political analysts interpreted his election 
as a victory for the Soviet bureaucracy. 

It is said that the bureaucratic elites 
in the Soviet system felt threatened by 
some of the cautious reforms that Andro-
pov tried to introduce during his short 
stint as chief of the Communist Party. 

Continued on Page 27 
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